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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis is to analyze the role of centralized execution in air power doctrine. However, research showed that the problem was much deeper than merely a shift toward centralized execution. The problem is in the use of the term “centralized execution” itself. This term is not clearly defined in doctrine and its sister term, decentralized execution, is incorrectly defined. These terms should really describe the level of control exercised by senior leaders over tactical operations. True centralized execution—using technology to literally execute tactical events from afar—presents its own set of problems. Doctrine needs to be clarified to remove this confusion.

This discussion over what some would refer to as “simple semantics” is grounded in the strategic objectives sought when employing air power. The Joint Force Air Component Commander (JFACC) is responsible for employing air power to achieve strategic effectiveness. Therefore, the trend toward close control (incorrectly referred to as centralized execution) stems from the desire and ability to control the strategic effects created by tactical operations. Air Force leaders seem to fully understand this, but tactical operators do not. Both doctrine and training emphasize tactical efficiency, duping war fighters into believing that tactical efficiency is critical to strategic effectiveness. In reality, history proves that often this is not the case.

My research demonstrates that the Air Force needs to abandon the terminology in its master tenet of air power. Future JFACCs will determine the appropriate level of control required in their situation, and operators should not be surprised if the JFACC chooses close control. It is time for the Air Force to move beyond centralized control and decentralized execution to a deeper understanding of the contextual factors leading senior leaders to actively involve themselves into tactical operations.
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INTRODUCTION

Centralized control and decentralized execution of air and space power are critical to effective employment of air and space power. Indeed, it is the fundamental organizing principle for air and space power, having been proven over decades of experience as the most effective and efficient means of employing air and space power.

--Air Force Doctrine Document 1, 2003

Decentralized execution has long been and is still the cornerstone of Air Force doctrine. However, for specific missions with strategic impact, centralized execution may be an emerging tenet for future air operations. Through tactical precision strikes, air power has become the preferred national instrument for achieving strategic level effects. Improved technological capabilities combined with the increasing influence of political factors drove senior leader’s involvement into tactical affairs. In addition, the nature of warfare is changing for the United States. Specifically, the combination of applying overwhelming force to achieve limited objectives highlights that tactical efficiency is no longer necessary to achieve strategic objectives. Twenty-first century realities drive the need to clarify the role that centralized execution will play in future air power strategy.

For centralized control and decentralized execution to remain the ‘master tenet,’ it must survive careful scrutiny. The Air Force preaches decentralized execution as the best way to employ air power, yet when operators go off to war, they often experience centralized execution. In the heat of the moment, one should be able to rely on a master tenet, yet in today’s scenarios, proper procedure often entails calling home for further guidance. This work challenges two underlying assumptions—that both tactical flexibility and tactical efficiency are required for effective air power employment—bringing the master tenet of air power into question.

Confusion Exists

The lack of a clear definition of centralized execution in Air Force basic doctrine leads to confusion and unfortunately leaves the term open to interpretation. Air Force doctrine refers to the dangers of centralized execution, but without defining it, the term has no real substance. However, Air Force doctrine does define decentralized execution.

Decentralized execution of air and space power is the delegation of execution authority to responsible and capable lower-level commanders to achieve effective span of control and to foster disciplined initiative, situational responsiveness, and tactical flexibility.  

1 Air Force Doctrine Document (AFDD) 1, Air Force Basic Doctrine, 17 November 2003, 28.
2 The term “master tenet” was first used to describe centralized control and decentralized execution in AFM 1-1, Basic Aerospace Doctrine of the United States Air Force, March 1992, 113.
3 AFDD 1, 97.
This definition is unclear as to what exactly the delegation of execution authority means. Air Force doctrine specialist, Woody Parrymore explains, “Because the definition of decentralized execution is imprecise, airmen cannot coherently define the concept of or recognize centralized execution.”\(^4\) Therefore, deriving a definition of centralized execution as the opposite of decentralized execution leads to:

**Centralized execution** is the retention of execution authority from subordinate commanders.

Since execution authority already resides with the JFACC, this definition really describes the level of control. Therefore, the issue of centralized execution refers to JFACCs (or higher senior leaders) choosing to exert increased influence over tactical operations. Operators who complain about centralized execution are really complaining about this level of control from above.

**Control Defined**

Like centralized execution, control is not specifically defined in Air Force doctrine. However, it is included under the definition of command and control: “The exercise of authority and direction by a properly designated commander over assigned and attached forces in accomplishment of the mission.”\(^5\) Control is also included in the Air Force’s definition of centralized control, which is “The planning, direction, prioritization, allocation, synchronization, integration, and deconfliction of air and space capabilities to achieve the objectives of the joint force commander.”\(^6\) Joint doctrine explains centralized control in a more direct fashion: “In joint air operations, placing within one commander the responsibility and authority for planning, directing, and coordinating a military operation or group/category of operations.”\(^7\) In short, control is the planning, directing, and coordinating of military operations.

The argument over centralized execution is really an argument over the leader’s level of control. Under his authority as the air component commander, the JFACC has the option of controlling his operations across a spectrum of control levels ranging from autonomous operation to close control.\(^8\) During autonomous operation, tactical units

---

\(^5\) AFDD 1, 97.
\(^6\) Ibid., 95.
\(^7\) Joint Publication 1-02, *Unified Action Armed Forces (UNAAF)*, 10 July 2001, 81.
\(^8\) The terms ‘close control’ and ‘autonomous operation’ are borrowed from a control continuum table in Air Force Instruction 11-214, *Flying Operations*, 4 January 2005. The term close control comes from a type of guidance a pilot receives from an airborne controller in an air-to-air intercept. Under close control, the controller gives continuous updates to the pilot, removing judgment from the operator’s side of the equation. The operator is left merely to execute the directions given. The same scenario resides with air
receive what they need to do and are left completely to figure out how to do it. At the other extreme, tactical units under close control are told what to do and how to do it. Strategist Edward Luttwak describes the trade-off between the two levels of control as a “delicate balance between the need to supervise subordinate combat units and the opposite need to allow some room for initiative.” There are advantages to both of these types of control, according to the situation. Therefore, the question becomes, under what conditions is ‘close control’ the best way to employ air power?

The Road Ahead

Chapter One focuses on the doctrinal history of decentralized and centralized execution. In 1971, Air Force Manual 1-1, United States Air Force Basic Doctrine, attempted to address the core problem of “centralized control run amuck” by creating the term ‘decentralized execution.’ The term, although ambiguous and undefined at the time, addressed the issue and has been part of the master air power tenet every since.

Decentralized execution was born in an era where tactical flexibility was paramount. However, since 1991, the air operations center (AOC) has proven the worth of operational flexibility over tactical flexibility. This operational flexibility, however, led to tactical rigidity, as operators had to wait for instruction, thereby creating a tension between operators and the AOC. In 2003, Air Force Doctrine Document 1, Air Force Basic Doctrine, first mentioned centralized execution by stating that in certain situations senior leaders may wish to “control strategic effects, even at the sacrifice of tactical efficiency.” Any leader, not just air leaders, must be cognizant of strategic impacts, even at the expense of tactical efficiency. Current doctrinal guidance, with the addition of the centralized execution caveat, did more to confuse the issue than to clarify it.

Chapter Two outlines the three major contextual changes—technology, political influence, and the changing nature of US warfare—leading to increased emphasis on tactical affairs. Technology provides the capability to closely control tactical operations and political influence provides the necessity to do so. Overwhelming US ‘might’ drove senior leaders to concern themselves with increasingly publicized political issues—international and domestic opinion, coalition cohesion, collateral damage, and casualty minimization. Moreover, the strategy of regime change in Iraq, while winning the hearts and minds of the population, will only continue to increase the political influence on military operations. Last, the nature of US warfare has changed. Where tactical traffic controllers giving terminal control to pilots on an instrument approach. The pilots execute what they are told to do. The title of air traffic ‘controller’ paints the picture of what exactly is taking place.


AFDD 1, 29-30.
EFFICIENCY WAS VITAL FOR ANY LEVEL OF EFFECTIVENESS IN AIR POWER'S EARLY YEARS, THIS IS NO LONGER THE CASE. EFFECTIVENESS AT ALL LEVELS IS NOW ACHIEVABLE EVEN ABSENT TACTICAL EFFICIENCY.

IN CHAPTER THREE, I ANALYZE HOW THESE CONTEXTUAL FACTORS HAVE AFFECTED AIR POWER EMPLOYMENT IN THREE CURRENT OPERATIONS. OPERATION NOBLE EAGLE REPRESENTS A SITUATION WHERE SENIOR LEADERS INVOLVE THEMSELVES QUICKLY DUE TO THE UNIQUE POLITICAL SENSITIVITY OF THE OPERATION. IN OPERATIONS ENDURING FREEDOM AND IRAQI FREEDOM, LEADERS CLOSELY CONTROLLED TIME-SENSITIVE TARGETING OPERATIONS USING UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES (UAVS), PRECISION MUNITIONS, AND ON-CALL AIR POWER TO DIRECT TACTICAL ACTIONS. WHILE THESE RECENT OPERATIONS DO NOT EXHIBIT THE ENTIRE SPECTRUM OF AIR OPERATIONS, THEY DO PROVIDE, HOWEVER, SOLID EVIDENCE AS TO THE REALITIES OF AIR POWER EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEAR FUTURE.

CHAPTER FOUR HIGHLIGHTS IMPLICATIONS AND OFFERS RECOMMENDATIONS. DUE TO THE CONFUSION INHERENT IN THE CURRENT TERMINOLOGY, I PRESENT A MODEL THAT USES A CONTINUUM SPANNING FROM AUTONOMOUS OPERATION TO CLOSE CONTROL. THIS MODEL DEMONSTRATES THAT THE LEVEL OF CONTROL LEADERS UTILIZE IS DIRECTLY RELATED TO THEIR PERCEPTION OF THE POLITICAL FACTORS SURROUNDING THE OPERATION ALONG WITH TECHNOLOGY AND THE CHANGING NATURE OF US WARFARE. THIS MODEL FALLS SHORT OF PROVIDING A PERFECT ANSWER. HOWEVER, IT DOES DEMONSTRATE A MORE THOROUGH LOOK INTO THE FACTORS THAT LEAD TO SENIOR LEADER INVOLVEMENT INTO TACTICAL AFFAIRS. FUTURE CONFLICTS MAY CALL FOR THIS METHOD OF CLOSE CONTROL.

WORDS MATTER. IN THE WORDS OF SIR WINSTON S. CHURCHILL, "AIR POWER IS THE MOST DIFFICULT OF ALL FORMS OF MILITARY FORCE TO MEASURE, OR EVEN TO EXPRESS IN PRECISE TERMS." \(^{12}\) THE AIR FORCE, NEVERTHELESS, MUST ABANDON THE ‘ONE SIZE FITS ALL’ APPROACH THAT HAS BEEN AROUND FOR PERHAPS TOO LONG. TECHNOLOGICAL ENHANCEMENTS, POLITICAL INFLUENCE, AND THE CHANGING NATURE OF US WARFARE WILL CONTINUE TO REQUIRE LEADERS TO CLOSELY CONTROL TACTICAL EVENTS. DECENTRALIZED EXECUTION WILL NOT ALWAYS BE THE ANSWER. ULTIMATE SUCCESS IN REALIZING THE TRUE POTENTIAL OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES, AS STEPHEN BIDDLE NOTES, REQUIRES "Sweeping organizational and doctrinal changes." \(^{13}\) IT IS TIME FOR THE AIR FORCE TO MOVE BEYOND CENTRALIZED CONTROL AND DECENTRALIZED EXECUTION, TERMS WHOSE USEFULNESS EXPIRED WITH THE END OF THE COLD WAR.


CHAPTER 1

DOCTRINAL EVOLUTION

THE ESSENCE OF DOCTRINE LIES IN ITS PURPOSE: TO TEACH, TO ENDOW A BODY OF PEOPLE WITH A COMMON SET OF BROAD ASSUMPTIONS, IDEAS, VALUES, AND ATTITUDES AS A GUIDE TO FUTURE ACTIONS... MEANINGFUL AIR FORCE DOCTRINE, SUITABLE FOR ALL THE COMPLEXITIES AND FORMS OF MODERN AEROSPACE WARFARE, IS THE SYNTHESIS OF THEORY AND EXPERIENCE.

--LIEUTENANT GENERAL JOHN W. PAULY, 1976

DOCTRINE MEANS DIFFERENT THINGS TO DIFFERENT PEOPLE. SOME VIEW IT AS CURRENT GUIDANCE, WHILE OTHERS BELIEVE DOCTRINE IS NECESSARILY OUTDATED AND OFFERS NOTHING MORE THAN COMPELLING HISTORY. IN HIS SEMINAL TWO-VOLUME WORK, IDEAS, CONCEPTS, DOCTRINE: BASIC THINKING IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE, DR ROBERT FRANK FUTRELL DETAILS HOW EARLY AIR LEADERS STRUGGLED WITH THE CONCEPT OF DOCTRINE AND HOW IT SHOULD BE USED.14 WHILE THIS STRUGGLE CONTINUES TODAY TO A CERTAIN EXTENT, GEN PAULY’S DESCRIPTION OF DOCTRINE AS THE “SYNTHESIS OF THEORY AND EXPERIENCE” REPRESENTS THE BEST ENCAPSULATION OF WHAT DOCTRINE BRINGS TO THE FIGHT TODAY.15 THEREFORE, DOCTRINE MUST BE AS COMPREHENSIVE AS POSSIBLE TO REPRESENT GUIDANCE FOR A WIDE VARIETY OF POTENTIAL CONFLICTS.

CURRENT AIR POWER DOCTRINE STILL Focuses primarily on COLD WAR EXPERIENCES AND DOCTRINE HAS YET TO ADAPT TO THE POST-COLD WAR ENVIRONMENT. COMBINED WITH THE EXPONENTIAL GROWTH OF TECHNOLOGY, THIS ADAPTATION NEEDS TO TAKE PLACE AT A FASTER PACE. DOCTRINE WRITERS MUST CAPTURE THE FUNDAMENTAL LESSONS OF RECENT CONFLICTS AND INCORPORATE THESE LESSONS INTO EACH REVISION OF AIR POWER DOCTRINE. FUTURE CONFLICTS THAT VARY SIGNIFICANTLY FROM EXISTING DOCTRINE COULD MEAN ONE OF TWO THINGS: EITHER AN ABERRATION THAT CAN BE OVERLOOKED AS SUCH, OR THE BEGINNING OF AN ENTIRE NEW CHAPTER IN AIR POWER HISTORY. FOR YEARS, DOCTRINE WRITERS HAVE STRUGGLED IN MAKING THE CORRECT CALL.

IN THIS CHAPTER, I ANALYZE THE EVOLUTION OF CENTRALIZED CONTROL AND DECENTRALIZED EXECUTION AS THE AIR FORCE MASTER AIR POWER TENET. THIS WALK THROUGH DOCTRINE SHOWS THE CONFUSING NATURE OF THE TERMS CHOSEN. THE TERMS ‘CONTROL’ AND ‘EXECUTION’ WERE OFTEN EITHER CONFLATED OR USED INTERCHANGEABLY. ONLY A WALK THROUGH THE EVOLUTION OF THESE TERMS CAN SHED LIGHT ONTO HOW DOCTRINE GOT TO WHERE IT IS TODAY.

PREVIOUS AIR FORCE DOCTRINE

General William “Billy” Mitchell built the foundation for the centralized control of air power. As Chief of the Air Service, Gen Mitchell directed 1,500 Allied airplanes in support of General Jack Pershing’s drive to Saint-Mihiel.\textsuperscript{16} Reflecting on his World War I experience, Mitchell was convinced of the need for a separate air force commanded by a single airman. His quest laid the groundwork for centralized control. However, Mitchell’s contemporaries did not quickly accept centralized control. Reflecting on the Great War in 1936, noted theorist J.F.C. Fuller stated, “Nothing was more dreadful than to witness a chain of men starting with a battalion commander and ending with an army commander sitting in telephone boxes…talking, talking, talking, in place of leading, leading, leading.”\textsuperscript{17} Mitchell championed the necessity of centralization while Fuller advocated the primacy of decentralization.


“The inherent flexibility of air power is its greatest asset…such concentrated use of the air striking force is a battle winning factor of the first importance. Control of available air power must be centralized and command must be exercised through the air force commander if this inherent flexibility and ability to deliver a decisive blow are to be fully exploited.”\textsuperscript{18}

The lessons learned in the North Africa campaign during World War II proved a watershed event for air power and propelled the tenet of centralized control into doctrine. However, only six years after its creation as an independent branch of the military in 1947, the Air Force overturned ‘centralized control’ in its first basic doctrine document, Air Force Manual (AFM) 1-2, \textit{United States Air Force Basic Doctrine}.

The effective utilization of military forces requires that command systems be established which will guarantee both centralized overall direction and \textit{decentralized control} of operations under appropriate subordinate commanders.\textsuperscript{19} [Emphasis added]

‘Centralized overall direction’ replaced ‘centralized control’ and the added term, ‘decentralized control,’ stayed in doctrine until 1975. This switch in terminology with very little change to the supporting text demonstrates the conflation of terms.

\textsuperscript{17} J.F.C. Fuller, \textit{Generalship: Its Diseases and Their Cure} (Harrisburg, PA: Military Services Publishing Co., 1936), 61.
\textsuperscript{18} War Department Field Manual 100-20, \textit{Command and Employment of Air Power} (War Department, 21 July 1943), 2.
TWENTY YEARS LATER, THE EARLY LESSONS OF THE VIETNAM WAR LED TO THE ADDITION OF ‘DECENTRALIZED EXECUTION.’ THE 1971 VERSION OF BASIC DOCTRINE, AFM 1-1, UNITED STATES AIR FORCE BASIC DOCTRINE, FIRST CODIFIED ‘DECENTRALIZED EXECUTION’ IN REACTION TO PRESIDENT LYNDON B. JOHNSON’S CLOSE INVOLVEMENT IN THE VIETNAM WAR. AFM 1-1 STATED:

TO REALIZE THE FULL POTENTIAL OF THESE CHARACTERISTICS, AEROSPACE FORCES MUST BE CENTRALLY ALLOCATED AND DIRECTED AT A LEVEL WHICH PERMITS EXPLOITATION OF DIVERSE CAPABILITIES IN SUPPORT OF OVERALL OBJECTIVES. CONCURRENTLY, MISSION CONTROL AND EXECUTION OF SPECIFIC TASKS MUST BE DECENTRALIZED TO A LEVEL WHICH PERMITS MAXIMUM RESPONSIVENESS TO LOCAL CONDITIONS AND REQUIREMENTS. THESE COMPLEMENTARY CONCEPTS—CENTRALIZED ALLOCATION AND DIRECTION AND DECENTRALIZED CONTROL AND EXECUTION—ARE FUNDAMENTAL TO THE EFFECTIVE APPLICATION OF AEROSPACE POWER.

WHAT IS DECENTRALIZED CONTROL, AND FOR THAT MATTER, DECENTRALIZED EXECUTION? LACKING DEFINITIONS, READERS WERE LEFT TO INTERPRET (OR MISINTERPRET) THEM ACCORDING TO THEIR OWN NEEDS. HOWEVER, INDEPENDENT OF THE CONFUSING TERMINOLOGY, THERE WAS A CLEAR NEED FOR MAXIMUM RESPONSIVENESS TO LOCAL CONDITIONS AND REQUIREMENTS (TACTICAL FLEXIBILITY).

THE 1992 VERSION OF AIR FORCE MANUAL 1-1, BASIC AEROSPACE DOCTRINE OF THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE, VOLUME II, PRESENTED A MORE THOROUGH SYNOPSIS OF THIS ISSUE.

THE VIETNAM EXPERIENCE LED TO THE APPEARANCE OF DECENTRALIZED EXECUTION AS A FORMAL TENET OF AEROSPACE POWER. IT FIRST APPEARED IN AIR FORCE DOCTRINE IN 1971 IN REACTION TO THE MANNER IN WHICH THE BOMBING OF NORTH VIETNAM WAS DIRECTED. FEARING ESCALATION TO A NUCLEAR CONFRONTATION, PRESIDENT JOHNSON TOOK PERSONAL CONTROL OF THE ROLLING THUNDER BOMBING CAMPAIGN (1965-1968), SELECTING NOT ONLY TARGETS BUT ALSO OFTEN DICTATING TIMING, ORDNANCE LOADS, SORTIES, AND ALTERNATE TARGETS. IN A SENSE, JOHNSON’S ACTION WAS CENTRALIZED CONTROL RUN AMUCK WITH ALL STRATEGIC, MOST OPERATIONAL, AND MANY TACTICAL DECISIONS EMANATING FROM THE PRESIDENT’S NOW INFAMOUS TUESDAY LUNCH MEETINGS. THE RESULT WAS A CAMPAIGN UNRESPONSIVE TO LOCAL CONDITIONS; A CAMPAIGN THAT LACKED BOTH OPERATIONAL AND TACTICAL FLEXIBILITY.


---

In the 1975 AFM 1-1, the Air Force reverted back to ‘centralized control’ with “The basic principles of centralized control, decentralized execution, and coordinated effort are fundamental to the success of aerospace operations.” Again, there was no apparent trigger for the switch other than trying to clarify the terminology involved.

The 1979 version of AFM 1-1, Functions and Basic Doctrine of the United States Air Force, significantly expanded on decentralized execution. The document stated:

Under the principle of decentralized execution, higher echelons of command define mission and tasks, and then direct lower echelons to conduct the operations…This heritage produces leaders who are able to trust the commanders and individual members of our armed forces to make good decisions and to perform to the best of their abilities. This is an organizational strength that must be maintained. This aspect of our national character makes possible the action-and-reaction that is not found in highly centralized societies. Decentralized execution allows for the wider use of judgment in employing the capabilities and characteristics of warfare systems.

This description of decentralized execution focused on maximizing American ingenuity and tactical flexibility, whereas the description from the 1971 doctrine focused on the overcentralization of control by senior leaders. The focus shifted from civilian micromanagement to decentralizing the Air Force’s own levels of leadership.

However, this emphasis on decentralization did not rid the Air Force of all centralized control. After all, the Air Force conducted two highly centralized air power missions—nuclear and space—during this period. The nuclear mission (and its owner, Strategic Air Command) relied heavily on an ‘execute’ decision in the hands of the President, with all of the widely dispersed SAC elements merely following orders to the letter. The space mission was also highly ‘centralized’ due to the extreme costs and political sensitivity of these programs. Both of these missions operate today under the same ‘close control’ arrangements as in 1979, providing vital control over nuclear and space power. Logically, the master tenet does not apply to either.

In the 1992 version of Air Force basic doctrine, authors struggled to capture three major contextual changes in the employment of air power. In 1986, the historic Goldwater-Nichols Act (GNA) dictated that responsibility for force employment would now be on the shoulders of functional commanders reporting to an overall Joint Force Commander (JFC). Only three years after this monumental restructuring of the Armed

25 D. Robert Poyner, interviewed by author, 15 March 2005. Poyner is a civilian at the Air Force Doctrine Center, who authored the current and 1997 version of AFDD 1, Air Force Basic Doctrine.
Forces, the Berlin Wall fell and the United States won the Cold War. Two years later, the United States decisively achieved military objectives in Southwest Asia by removing Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein and his armies from Kuwait. These three events, combined with what some refer to as a revolution in military affairs regarding enhanced (both technologically and organizationally) US capability to exploit its command and control system superiority, opened the door for a new chapter in air power employment.  

The 1992 AFM 1-1 claimed that the Joint Force Air Component Commander (JFACC) represented the ideal mechanism to centralize air power.

Since 1943 the most vexing control issue has been the level at which control should be centralized, including the question as to whether all aerospace power (Air Force, Army, Navy, and Marine Corps) should fall under a single aerospace component commander. Too much or too little centralization has proven too be counterproductive, the former delaying responsiveness and the latter leading to dissipation of effort. Based on experience from World War II, Korea, Vietnam, and Operation Desert Storm, the most effective and efficient scheme is control of all aerospace assets by a single Joint Force Air Component Commander responsible for integrating employment of all aerospace forces within a theater of operations.

The JFACC seemed to represent the ideal position to place centralized control, but did nothing to address the issue of ‘too much or too little centralization.’ The level of control was to be determined by the JFACC according to the situation at hand. As JFACC in Desert Storm, General Chuck Horner used an AOC and an air tasking order (ATO) to introduce new control mechanisms that could affect what doctrine refers to as ‘execution.’ While not ‘executing’ any specific missions from the AOC itself, the JFACC could now closely control certain air power missions.

AFM 1-1 recognized the growing confusion over decentralized execution, admitting that it raised “some thorny problems.” The document stated:

Modern technologies seem to make decentralization of many important decisions increasingly inappropriate or even unnecessary. The complexities of “force packaging” require that many decisions concerning targets, routing, force composition, and tactics be made at a relatively high level.

This hinted that the birth of the AOC might equal the death of the decentralized execution. The AOC changed the focus from tactical flexibility to operational flexibility. Even though this shift in focus frustrated some operators, flexibility at the operational level of war proved very useful. Nevertheless, the document warned:

---

28 AFM 1-1, 1992, 114.
29 Ibid., 115.
Still, success in war at the tactical level requires attention to details and the ability to adapt quickly to exploit fleeting opportunities. Although centralized control can effectively concentrate aerospace power within a campaign, commanders exercising such control are likely to be faced with too many units and too little time if they try to master the details necessary to make timely adjustments for tactical effectiveness.  

However, if a commander could effectively make these timely adjustments, then the AOC would essentially override the need for ‘decentralized execution.’

Sensing the impending debate, doctrine writers defined ‘decentralized execution’ in the next revision. In 1997, Air Force Doctrine Document 1, *Air Force Basic Doctrine*, defined decentralized execution as, “Delegation of execution authority to responsible and capable lower-level commander is essential to achieve effective span of control and to foster initiative, situational responsiveness, and tactical flexibility.” 31 It then, curiously, offered Desert Storm as the example of decentralized execution.

Centralized control and decentralized execution were illustrated by the 2,000-3,000 sorties a day in the Gulf War. The single command intent of the JFC was centrally planned and then distributed and executed across an entire theater battlespace by over 500 flight leads; mission, crew, and flight commanders; and support teams in a continuous application against an entire range of separately engaging, thinking, reacting enemies. 32

These same words could describe centralized execution (or close control). However, after Gen Michael Ryan, JFACC for Operation Deliberate Force in 1995, planned all tactical details down to the lowest level, he was accused of centrally executing instead of centrally controlling operations. 33 It may have been too soon to incorporate the lessons learned from a single conflict into doctrine. After a similar scenario occurred during Operation Allied Force in 1999, doctrine writers chose to address centralized execution.

**Current Air Force Doctrine**

The current version (2003) of AFDD 1 states that centralized execution may in fact be necessary, while at the same time still maintaining the primacy of decentralized execution. The text again merged similar words together and added to the confusion.

Basic doctrine begins with a rehash of past doctrine, and then states that centralized control, not decentralized execution, maximizes flexibility.

---

30 Ibid.
32 Ibid., 23.
Centralized control maximizes the flexibility and effectiveness of air and space power; however, it must not become a recipe for micromanagement, stifling the initiative subordinates need to deal with combat’s inevitable uncertainties.  

Decentralized execution focuses on span of control and tactical flexibility.

Decentralized execution of air and space power is the delegation of execution authority to responsible and capable lower-level commanders to achieve effective span of control and to foster disciplined initiative, situational responsiveness, and tactical flexibility. It allows subordinates to exploit opportunities in rapidly changing, fluid situations.

However, the capabilities inherent to the AOC have effectively broadened a JFACC’s span of control far past what one human could control without technology. In addition, the AOC raises tactical flexibility to operational flexibility, as the text confirms.

Centralized control and decentralized execution of air and space power provide theater-wide focus while allowing operational flexibility to meet theater objectives. They assure concentration of effort while maintaining economy of force. They exploit air and space power’s versatility and flexibility to ensure that air and space forces remain responsive, survivable, and sustainable.  

The addition of the term ‘operational flexibility’ to doctrine in 2003 confirmed that operational flexibility was more desirable than tactical flexibility. In turn, tactical flexibility was no longer seen as a requirement for the effective employment of air power.

The section concluded with the most enlightening portion as to why someone might want to centrally execute or closely control operations. AFDD 1 incorporated new terms that truly describes the issue—strategic effectiveness and tactical efficiency.

Nevertheless, in some situations, there may be valid reasons for execution of specific operations at higher levels, most notably when the JFC (or perhaps even higher authorities) may wish to control strategic effects, even at the sacrifice of tactical efficiency.  

This desire to achieve strategic effectiveness at the sacrifice of tactical efficiency serves as a point of departure from past air power employment. Previously, tactical efficiency—maximizing air power resources to create the greatest total number of effects possible—was the key to achieving strategic effectiveness, but this is no longer the case. This unique change in the nature of US warfare increases the need for close control.

34 AFDD 1, 2003, 28.
35 Ibid.
36 Ibid., 29.
37 Ibid., 29-30.
CONCLUSION

The Air Force has struggled to precisely codify its best practices regarding the employment of air power. Confusion over terms has existed for decades, as evidenced by the reversal of ‘centralized control’ in 1953 and its re-adoption in 1975. In addition, the term ‘decentralized execution’ was a poor choice of words in 1971 and continues to serve as the foundation for confusion that still exists today. This confusion suggests the need to move past the terms of ‘control’ and ‘execution’ toward more accurate direction for the employment of air power.

On the positive side, one concept—the need for tactical flexibility—has been ‘doctrinally’ consistent until only recently. With the advent of the AOC came an increased focus on maintaining operational flexibility over tactical flexibility. Flexibility at the operational level of war allows the JFACC to retain the flexibility to react to and overcome dynamic situations. A JFACC’s desire to achieve strategic effects may continue to require close control of tactical details. This will assuredly reduce the need for tactical efficiency and continue to frustrate operators if not properly understood.
CHAPTER 2

CONTEXTUAL FACTORS

AND SO I TOLD THE CLASS AT AIR COMMAND AND STAFF COLLEGE THAT THE BEST THING THAT THEY COULD DO IN LOOKING AT THE CHANGING RULES OF AIR WARFARE WAS TO REMEMBER TO THINK ABOUT THEM. THAT THERE WAS NO ONE SET OF RULES. THAT THESE WERE GUIDELINES AND PRINCIPLES. BUT THAT THERE WAS NO ONE TEMPLATE THAT WOULD ALWAYS APPLY TO EVERY SITUATION.

—DR REBECCA GRANT, 2003

IN HER 2003 REMARKS AT THE AIR FORCE ASSOCIATION (AFA) NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM, DR REBECCA GRANT, PRESIDENT AND FOUNDER OF IRIS INDEPENDENT RESEARCH COMPANY AND AUTHOR OF THE FIRST 600 DAYS OF COMBAT: THE US AIR FORCE IN THE GLOBAL WAR ON TERRORISM, SPOKE ON THE TENSION BETWEEN CENTRALIZATION AND DECENTRALIZATION. HER REMARKS AT THE AFA SYMPOSIUM ECHOED A SIMILAR MESSAGE FROM AN EARLIER AIR COMMAND AND STAFF COLLEGE (ACSC) LECTURE, THE IDEA THAT "CENTRALIZED CONTROL IS BEGINNING TO TURN INTO SOMETHING CALLED CENTRALIZED EXECUTION." SHE CONCLUDED HER SPEECH BY PREDICTING THAT THE "TENSION OF CENTRALIZATION AND DECENTRALIZATION WILL BE WITH US FOR A LONG TIME." This chapter explains why this does not have to be the case.

This chapter identifies three reasons behind the increasing tension between the doctrine of decentralized execution and the reality of close control. Three contextual factors—improvements in technology, increased political influence regarding the use of military force, and the changing nature of twenty-first century US warfare—encourage tactical meddling. The tension that Dr Grant refers to can be reduced through an understanding of these contextual factors and the realization that senior leader involvement into tactical operations should be expected in future conflicts.

TECHNOLOGY

Technology is the primary enabler of centralized execution. The technological capabilities embedded in the AOC have led to the ability of senior Air Force leaders to not only monitor tactical operations, but to intervene as well. Even though technology has increased military capability, basic warfare remains unchanged. In Clausewitzian terms, the logic of war remains constant; only the grammar of war changes. As Air Force basic doctrine states, "Despite technological advances and the best of plans and intentions, war will never be as straightforward in execution as we planned, nor free of unintended

38 Rebecca Grant, Remarks at the Air Force Association Symposium, Orlando, Fl., 14 February 2003.
consequences. The means may change, but the fundamental character and risks of warfare will remain.”\textsuperscript{40} Technology will significantly alter the grammar of war for years to come.

One technological advance started this debate for aviators—radar. Developed in the 1930s to protect England from aerial attack from the south, the British established over 57 ‘Chain Home’ sites for continuous coverage along the southern border. This inevitably led to the first operators complaining that the controllers were “cramping the cherished initiative and freedom of action of the fighter pilot.”\textsuperscript{41} The struggle for control of tactical operations between leaders and operators had begun.

The air operations center is now the focus of this struggle over tactical control. In the AOC, technology enables the JFACC to provide close control over tactical operations. Through increased communication capability, AOC ‘controllers’ can tell an operator exactly how to do the mission—what run-in heading, what altitude, what target, what desired mean point of impact, and what egress routing, what time over target, what weapon to use—whereas the operator may prefer to determine all of these things at the unit level. Technology allows AOC personnel to provide this information (either in planning or through real-time controlling) to the tactical operator for implementation.

Technology not only enables close control, but also enables the next logical step—‘true’ centralized execution. If what air power leaders have considered centralized execution is actually close control, then is there such a thing as centralized execution? The answer is yes, and this issue, once it surfaces, could be potentially more controversial than the current doctrinal ‘centralized execution’ debate. ‘True’ centralized execution is physically pulling the trigger on weapons from the AOC, presumably by the JFACC. This definition clearly separates the easily identifiable act of execution from the nebulous term, execution authority, offered in the doctrinal interpretation of centralized execution.

Currently there are no pure examples of ‘true’ centralized execution where the JFACC is the one pulling the trigger; however, the technological capability to do so does exist. This capability currently resides outside of the theater at the Predator Operations Center in Nevada where operators fire missiles off their UAVs from thousands of miles away. If the capability exists to pull the trigger in theater from Nevada, then the capability exists to pull the trigger in theater from any point of one’s choosing, including the AOC, regardless of its location. The Air Force will indeed have a ‘true’ centralized execution dilemma on its hands if this becomes the new norm.

\textsuperscript{40} Air Force Doctrine Document 1, \textit{Air Force Basic Doctrine}, 17 November 2003, 14.
The Predator UAV is but one small step closer toward the future of warfare. Technology will soon allow the AOC to execute not only from unmanned systems, but from manned systems as well. A pilot could be flying a mission, when someone at the AOC could flip a switch, take control of the aircraft, execute a portion of the mission, and return the aircraft to the operator. Therefore, taken to the theoretical absolute, a JFACC could execute the entire air war from the AOC by sending signals to airplanes to achieve their effects overriding the operators onboard. Technological advances may make ‘true’ centralized execution common in the years to come.

If fully implemented, Network-centric warfare (NCW) will also increase the ability for senior leaders to control tactical affairs. The promise of NCW is to deliver all of the available information in a usable format to the warfighter. Retired Admiral Arthur K. Cebrowski, Director of the Office of Force Transformation, perpetuates this promise with, “When implemented, it takes full advantage of the trust we place in our junior and noncommissioned officers. As information moves down echelon, so does decision-making.” However, what is rarely mentioned is that the communication conduit that delivers all of this relevant information to each warfighter can also deliver information from each warfighter back to the AOC. Retired Admiral William A. Owens, previous Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, recognized the capability that NCW will give to commanders. In his book, Lifting the Fog of War, he states, “Most important, the general or admiral will be able to immediately relay his orders (and the information that supports them) to his subordinate commander through a computer network that includes video teleconferencing.” A JFACC, who has more operational level situational awareness than the warfighter, may actually know just as much, thanks to technology, as the warfighter about the tactical situation as well.

However, technology alone is not the whole equation; the fact remains that hard decisions take time. General John Jumper, Air Force Chief of Staff, is fond of saying “We need a robust, time critical targeting capability that turns our response to emerging targets from hours today into minutes in the future.” However, technological improvements in the find, fix, target, track, engage, and assess (F2T2EA) cycle can only shorten the process so much. OEF, according to Anthony Cordesman, showed that decision time was the “long pole in the tent.” Decision makers must have confidence in the

INFORMATION THEY RECEIVE, ACCEPT THE INHERENT RISK INVOLVED, THINK THROUGH THE PROBLEM, AND THEN APPROVE ACTION. ODDLY, WITH THE INCREASE IN OUR TECHNOLOGICAL CAPABILITY, THERE ARE SITUATIONS WHEN THE TIME REQUIRED TO MAKE A DECISION IS ACTUALLY LONGER, AS THE DECISION MAKER ASSUMES AN EVEN BETTER PIECE OF INFORMATION IS ONLY MOMENTS AWAY. CLAUSEWITZ DESCRIBES TWO QUALITIES THAT ARE INDISPENSABLE FOR DEALING WITH UNCERTAINTY—COUP D’OEIL AND DETERMINATION. COUP D’OEIL, COMMONLY TRANSLATED AS ‘THE INWARD EYE,’ PROVIDES THE SENSE OF WHAT TO DO AND DETERMINATION IS THE COURAGE TO ACT WITH IMPERFECT INFORMATION, EVEN AT THE STRATEGIC LEVEL.46 THIS DETERMINATION TO ACT, INSTEAD OF WAITING FOR MORE INFORMATION, WILL DRIVE THE F2T2EA CYCLE IN THE FUTURE.

TECHNOLOGY MINIMIZES ALL OF THE F2T2EA CYCLE STEPS EXCEPT FOR THE DECISION-MAKING TIME TAKEN BY THE DECISION MAKER. HOWEVER, THROUGH INCREASED COMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITY AND STREAMING INTELLIGENCE, SURVEILLANCE, AND RECONNAISSANCE INPUTS INTO THE AOC, TECHNOLOGY ALLOWS THE DECISION MAKER TO HAVE AN INCREASING AMOUNT OF REAL-TIME INFORMATION. THIS MAY ALSO ALLOW THE DECISION MAKER TO SHORTEN THE DECISION-MAKING TIME AS WELL. NCW PROMISES TO GET THE RIGHT INFORMATION TO THE RIGHT LEVEL, INCREASING DECISION-MAKING ABILITY AND DECISION DISSEMINATION FUNCTIONS CRITICAL TO CLOSE CONTROL.

POLITICAL INFLUENCE

POLITICAL INFLUENCE ON MILITARY OPERATIONS IS THE SECOND FACTOR THAT DRIVES LEADERS TO INCREASE THEIR PERSONAL INVOLVEMENT IN TACTICAL OPERATIONS. BECAUSE OF THE RAPIDITY WITH WHICH TACTICAL EVENTS CAN HAVE STRATEGIC IMPACT, A TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY LEADER RESPONSIBLE FOR THE STRATEGIC SITUATION MAY CHOOSE TO CLOSELY CONTROL EVENTS AT THE TACTICAL LEVEL. WARS ARE, AND ALWAYS HAVE BEEN, POLITICAL. CLAUSEWITZ TAUGHT THAT WARFARE IS SIMPLY AN EXTENSION OF POLITICS BY OTHER MEANS.47 HOWEVER, THE SPECIFIC CONTEXTUAL CHANGE THAT MOST INFLUENCES THE UNITED STATES THESE DAYS IS THE VAST ARRAY OF POLITICAL FACTORS THAT AFFECT DECISION MAKERS. AS ELIOT COHEN, IN SUPREME COMMAND, EMPHASIZES, “IT IS SOMETIMES FORGOTTEN JUST HOW DEEP AND PERVERSIVE POLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN WAR ARE.”48

THIS TEXT USES POLITICAL INFLUENCE AS A CATCHALL PHRASE TO DESCRIBE THE OVERALL IMPACT OF POLITICAL FORCES ON DECISION-MAKING. POLITICAL INFLUENCE IS IMMEASURABLE IN CONCRETE TERMS, HAS MANY ASPECTS, AND CAN BE VASTLY DIFFERENT TO EACH INDIVIDUAL. A FEW EXAMPLES OF POLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS ARE: VITAL INTERESTS VERSUS PERIPHERAL INTERESTS, HIGH VERSUS LOW STAKES, DOMESTIC OPINION, INTERNATIONAL OPINION, COALITION COHESION, COLLATERAL DAMAGE, CIVILIAN CASUALTIES, MILITARY CASUALTIES, LIMITED OBJECTIVES, HOST NATION FRICITION, FISCAL CONSTRAINTS, AND ELECTION YEAR CYCLES. THE CRITICAL PIECE TO MY ARGUMENT IS THAT

46 Clausewitz, 102-3.
47 Ibid., 87.
Political influence is what the senior decision makers perceive it to be. This perception, rather than abject reality, shapes each leader’s decision-making process and subsequently determines the level of involvement he or she chooses to exert over tactical operations.\textsuperscript{49} Even if an event is unlikely, the severity of the potential consequences drives political influence.\textsuperscript{50} If one event can sack a strategy, then it should receive high-level control.

The “CNN-Effect” magnifies existing political sensitivity by directly influencing public opinion, and in turn, decision makers. The phrase originated with President George H. W. Bush’s decision to send troops into Somalia after viewing footage of starving refugees. President William Clinton’s exit from Somalia less than a year later demonstrated the negative impact the CNN-Effect can have on military operations by bringing war’s malice into American living rooms.\textsuperscript{51} Audiences can now witness wartime actions unfolding real-time, leading directly to negative publicity of air power mistakes, such as the accidental Chinese Embassy bombing in Kosovo in 1999.\textsuperscript{52} Whereas any tactical event could always have strategic impact, the shortened time factor from the event to impact, enabled by the media, increases political influence. Michael Ignatieff, author of \textit{Virtual War: Kosovo and Beyond}, warns that, “When war becomes a spectator sport, the media becomes the decisive theater of operations.”\textsuperscript{53}

The hegemonic status of the United States is also politically constraining. Precision capability creates precision expectations and overwhelming US military capability forces senior leaders to worry about political issues—international and domestic opinion, coalition cohesion, collateral damage, and casualty minimization, for example—that would simply not concern a senior leader fighting for survival. Ignatieff refers to this type of warfare as “legal war” which “when linked to precision weaponry and targeting, creates an expectation, which military, public, and politicians alike come to share, that war can be clean and mistake free.”\textsuperscript{54} Both international and domestic opinion hinges on the ability to minimize both casualties and collateral damage while prosecuting a war. Moreover, each new conflict is increasingly difficult to justify. As the hegemon, the United States must ‘spin’ its case to its public and to the world, when choosing military force over peaceful instruments of power.\textsuperscript{55} For the United States, wars are rarely

\textsuperscript{52} Michael Ignatieff, \textit{Virtual War: Kosovo and Beyond} (New York, N.Y.: Picador USA, 2001), 198.
\textsuperscript{53} Ibid., 191.
\textsuperscript{54} Ibid., 198.
\textsuperscript{55} Ignatieff, 196.
ABOUT NATIONAL SURVIVAL, AND WITHOUT THE MOST VITAL NATIONAL INTEREST AT STAKE, WAR “LOSES ITS RESERVOIR OF SUPPORT AMONG CITIZENS.”56 POLITICAL INFLUENCE DRIVES US SENIOR LEADERS TO CLOSELY CONTROL TACTICAL EVENTS TO AVOID OR AT LEAST MINIMIZE NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES OF THE USE OF MILITARY FORCE.

ALSO AS A FUNCTION OF ITS OVERWHELMING POWER, THE UNITED STATES IN RECENT CONFLICTS HAS CHOSEN TO FIGHT ENEMIES WITHIN STATES AS OPPOSED TO ENTIRE STATES. THE UNITED STATES “FIGHTS WARS AGAINST INDIVIDUALS TODAY, NOT COUNTRIES, OR SOCIETIES, OR EVEN GOVERNMENTS AS A WHOLE” BY GOING AFTER “BAD GUYS, USING WEAPONS WITH A REAL MORAL DIMENSION, SUCH AS SMART BOMBS AND NEW NONLETHAL FORMS OF WARFARE THAT TARGET ENEMY SYSTEMS WITHOUT TARGETING PEOPLE.”57 TRADITIONAL WARFARE, WHERE FIGHTING WAS STATE-VERSUS-STATE CHARACTERIZED BY PREDOMINANTLY FORCE-ON-FORCE ENGAGEMENTS, IS OUT OF VOGUE. WHEN FACED WITH OVERWHELMING US SUPERIORITY, ADVERSARIES RARELY STAND AND FIGHT TOE-TO-TOE WITH CONVENTIONAL US FORCES. IN A 2003 INTERVIEW, ADMIRAL EDMUND GIAMBASTIANI, COMMANDER OF US JOINT FORCES COMMAND, AVOWED, “CLEARLY WARFARE IS CHANGING. LARGE FORCE-ON-FORCE GROUPS ARE NOT…the wave of the future.”58 HIT AND RUN TACTICS, LIKE THOSE BY THE TALIBAN IN AFGHANISTAN AND THE INSURGENTS IN IRAQ, HAVE BECOME THE NORM. IN ADDITION, IF AN ENEMY CHOSE TO STAND AND FIGHT AGAINST THE US, SUCH AS MANY OF THE IRAQI DIVISIONS IN SOUTHERN IRAQ, THE US DEMONSTRATED A PREFERENCE FOR MERELY BYPASSING THEM. REMINISCENT OF PRE-NAPOLEONIC MANEUVER WARFARE IN EUROPE, THE FORCE-ON-FORCE ENGAGEMENT IS A RARITY.59 THE NEW US STYLE OF WARFARE DEMANDS GREATER SPEED, COMMAND AND CONTROL, SITUATIONAL AWARENESS, AND FLEXIBILITY, ALLOWING US FORCES TO CIRCUMVENT ENEMY FORCES THAT DO NOT NEED ENGAGED. TO SELECTIVELY FIGHT THIS SUB-STATE ENEMY, SENIOR LEADERS MAY CHOOSE TO CLOSELY CONTROL TACTICAL EVENTS.

AS SEEN IN IRAQ, THIS TYPE OF SELECTIVE WARFARE DEMANDS A NEW WAY OF THINKING. CAUTION IS NECESSARY WHEN “WINNING THE HEARTS AND MINDS” OF THE ENEMY’S POPULATION. IN OIF, NUMEROUS POTENTIAL TARGETS WERE INTENTIONALLY NOT STRUCK TO AVOID UPSETTING THE IRAQI POPULATION.

MOREOVER, AS WITH ANY THINKING REACTING ENEMY, ADVERSARIES WILL “PERSIST IN THEIR EFFORTS TO COMPLICATE US PRECISION STRIKES BY COLLOCATING KEY ASSETS CLOSE TO OR INSIDE STRUCTURES SUCH AS MOSQUES, SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS, AND OTHER SITES THAT ARE OUT OF BOUNDS” IN AN ATTEMPT TO PLACE THE UNITED STATES IN POSITION TO BE DEMONIZED SHOULD IT ATTACK THESE TARGETS.60 IF THE WAR IS AGAINST THE REGIME INSTEAD OF THE POPULATION, AS IN IRAQ, THE TARGET SET FOR AIR POWER CHANGES DRAMATICALLY. STRIKING A FULL RANGE OF NORMAL AIR POWER

56 Ibid., 187.
60 Krepenevich, 22.
TARGETS WOULD BE COUNTERPRODUCTIVE TO THE OVERALL STRATEGIC EFFECT. THEREFORE, THIS NEW WAY OF THINKING MAY INVOLVE SENIOR LEADERS TAKING A PERSONAL INTEREST IN TACTICAL AFFAIRS THANKS TO THE COMBINED INFLUENCE OF ALL OF THESE POLITICAL FACTORS.

**Changing Nature of US Warfare**

The changing nature of US warfare also drives leaders to closely control tactical events. Specifically, the management of risk in achieving strategic effects may drive an increase in the level of control at the operational (or higher) level of war, which will necessarily cause a subsequent decrease in tactical efficiency. This desire for strategic effectiveness with little regard for tactical efficiency accurately describes the recent nature of American warfare.

Two terms—strategic effectiveness and tactical efficiency—need clarification. Effectiveness relates to achieving objectives; therefore, strategic effectiveness refers to how well one is meeting strategic objectives. Specifically, strategic effectiveness is meeting national objectives. In turn, the joint force commander’s objectives represent the overall military objectives. When referencing the strategic level, this paper refers to overall military and national objectives as strategic objectives. Of course, effectiveness exists at all levels of war as well, but strategic effectiveness is what counts. Unfortunately, history is riddled with operational successes that failed to achieve strategic objectives—such as the United States in Vietnam and Germany in World War II.\(^61\) However, in any conflict, strategic effectiveness remains paramount.

Efficiency refers to the utilization of resources. Tactics and operations tend to focus on efficiency—achieving the objective, but with fewer resources in the shortest amount of time. As such, tactical efficiency has been the pride of the Air Force since the very beginning. For years, operators strove to drop bombs with better accuracy leading to today’s vast array of precision munitions. Additionally, bombs became bigger in order to do more damage; now, they are getting smaller to control collateral damage. Whereas in the past, the Air Force sought to minimize sorties per target, it now has the capability to strike multiple targets with one sortie. Operational efficiency focuses on using limited air and space assets to use “just enough” resources “just in time” to achieve desired effects. Strategic efficiency focuses on minimizing the total military assets applied to a conflict, yet still enough to achieve the desired effectiveness.

All levels of efficiency are important, but of the three, the Air Force focuses primarily on tactical efficiency. The ability to place maximum ordnance on as many targets as possible in the minimum amount of time with the least amount of collateral damage,

---

places US air power in a class by itself. However, due to its efficiency, air power is now expected to do all of these things in combat. As the Air Force continues to hone its ability to minimize collateral damage, this capability becomes a constraint.

When breached, this constraint can turn a tactical misstep into a strategic disaster, providing both the enemy and the media with the ability to degrade overall strategic effectiveness. The bombing of the Al Firdos bunker in Operation Desert Storm and the Chinese embassy in Operation Allied Force are prime examples of tactical events having negative strategic effects.\(^{52}\) Since strategic effectiveness determines the outcome of conflicts, it should be the first priority of all JFACCs, over tactical efficiency. In an ideal world, tactical efficiency would lead directly to strategic effectiveness. However, the context of each conflict is different, and may drive a JFACC to closely control tactical affairs, at the expense of tactical efficiency, to achieve strategic objectives.

Two recent JFACCs have shed light on their experiences, relating air power execution to strategic effectiveness. Retired Air Force Lieutenant General Michael C. Short described his experience as JFACC during Operation Allied Force as a quest for strategic effectiveness over tactical efficiency.\(^{63}\) On the other hand, Retired Air Force Lieutenant General Charles R. Heflebower, JFACC in Korea from 1999-2001, explained the difference in the Korean scenario where tactical efficiency would be required to achieve strategic effectiveness and political considerations would be significantly lessened.\(^{64}\) The level of control applied by each of these two JFACCs differed according to their situation.

General Heflebower’s experience in Korea demonstrated the need for tactical efficiency. In order to achieve strategic effects in a conflict for immediate survival, tactical decision-making at the operator level was both necessary and desirable. With the AOC located less than a hundred miles from the demilitarized zone, senior leaders had to prepare for a scenario where North Korea invaded South Korea and an intense, close-up battle ensued. In this case, General Heflebower said that he would have to rely on aircrews employing air power with minimal guidance from the AOC.\(^{65}\) Although most units have a good idea of initial guidance, subsequent direction (a few days into the war) may be vague out of necessity. Also, political influence during that period would be miniscule compared to what has been seen in recent scenarios.\(^{66}\) The immediate need for dramatic effects would outweigh the negative consequences of unintended collateral damage.

\(^{52}\) Michael C. Short, interviewed by author, 5 January 2005.
\(^{63}\) Ibid.
\(^{64}\) Charles R. Heflebower, interviewed by author, 1 February 2005.
\(^{65}\) Ibid.
\(^{66}\) Ibid.
While still a concern, in this case collateral damage would take a back seat. Aircrews would have the required responsiveness and ability to display initiative under the JFACC’s intent. This scenario closely resembles the current Cold War-style guidance in doctrine, but stands in stark contrast to most recent applications of air power.

General Short’s experience during Allied Force provides a more common example of what today’s JFACCs face. His experience highlighted how the changing nature of US warfare can drive the need for close control. The political complexity of fighting a war in Europe, as well as having to coordinate through the political entity of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), demanded a hands-on approach to air power. At the beginning of the conflict, General Short would have preferred to pass decision-making down to the tactical level and had every intention of doing so. As General Short stated, “As an airman, I just wanted them to give me the objectives and then get out of my way.” However, as combat operations drew near, General Short had to increasingly answer to General Wesley Clark, Supreme Allied Commander Europe and JFC for Allied Force, as well as NATO allies. The political influence on the Kosovo operation increased tremendously as air targets faced a thorough political review by each NATO country.

General Short placed little emphasis on tactical efficiency. Political constraints led General Short to restrict aircrews to a higher altitude than desirable and many sorties were not effective due to approval delays and tactical inputs from the AOC. For operators trained to standards imploring tactical efficiency, the scenario proved ridiculous. One A-10 pilot noted, “The delay and the tactical direction were absurd and a clear violation of the principle of centralized control and decentralized execution.” From the JFACC’s perspective, this situation proved frustrating. General Short described the battles between himself and General Clark as a product of the political sensitivities involved. General Short knew he was constraining and frustrating his aircrews. As he later reflected, “I’ll admit, we were centrally executing. But, what I could not appreciate fully while I was still in uniform was the extreme political difficulties involved. Looking back on it all, I can see how what we did was out of necessity and that JFACCs of tomorrow may face similar or even more challenging scenarios.”

Both General Short and his Allied Force aircrews were frustrated by the situation. However, given the new nature of warfare and General Short’s ability to meet his objectives, close control proved very necessary and effective.

---
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CONCLUSION

A unique combination of three contextual factors—improvements in technology, increased political influence, and the changing nature of twenty-first century US warfare—has driven US senior leaders to closely control tactical events. Specifically, today’s AOC provides the JFACC with this capability. The political influence on military operations that exists today will continue to provide the need to maintain this tactical level focus. The hegemonic status of the United States begets political constraints that do not affect less powerful nations. Overwhelming force, combined with targeting individuals or groups within a state, while leaving the state intact and winning over the host nation population, turns modern conflicts into a new style of warfare. In turn, this new nature of US warfare drives leaders to strive for strategic effectiveness with little regard for tactical efficiency. These elements, in combination, encourage leaders to more closely control military operations. By understanding these factors, the Air Force can reduce the tension between what Air Force doctrine holds sacred and what operators experience in the field.
CHAPTER 3

CASE STUDIES

The battle commander no longer needs to overlook the battlefield; he no longer needs to be in the vicinity of the battlefield; he no longer needs to be adjacent to the battlefield; he no longer needs to be in the same hemisphere of the battle. The image of the 19th century general astride his horse surveying the battle on a vast plain below him has been replaced by that of the 21st century general viewing a cluster of video screens and digital maps that portray battle changes in real-time—and responding to those changes instantaneously.

-- Robert K. Ackerman, in SIGNAL magazine, 2002

Robert Ackerman’s vision of today’s battle commander accurately portrays the capabilities inherent in the AOC. With modern imaging capability, a JFACC’s view of the battlespace has reached an unprecedented level of situational awareness. However, noted experts on command disagree with this centralization. Martin van Creveld, in his decisive work, Command in War, concluded “The fact that, historically speaking, those armies have been most successful which did not turn their troops into automatons, did not attempt to control everything from the top, and allowed subordinate commanders considerable latitude has been abundantly demonstrated.”73 He continued that despite today’s (1985) technology, command systems give “no evidence whatsoever of being one whit more capable” than “a millennium ago” and that if “twenty-five centuries of historical experience are any guide,” counting on “extraordinary technological advancements” is “sheer delusion.”74 The contextual factors discussed above open a new chapter that will shift matters from Van Creveld’s uncompromising stance.

In the twenty years since Van Creveld published his work, the world has significantly changed. Technology has enabled leaders to command from another hemisphere, political influence has vaulted to the forefront, and tactical efficiency is no longer required. While commanders must still overcome the inherent fog and friction of warfare, the capability as well as the need to closely control events is very high. In addition, a leader’s desire for operational flexibility and strategic effectiveness now permeates all three levels of war. Three Global War on Terrorism (GWOT) case studies show that US commanders are closely controlling tactical events. If one considers these commanders successful, then it must not be ‘sheer delusion’ to ‘control everything from the top’ and Van Creveld’s argument fails to hold true today.

---

74 Ibid., 265-6, 274.
OPERATION NOBLE EAGLE

The mission of Operation Noble Eagle (ONE) is defense of the US homeland. Although procedures have been in place for air defense of the United States for many years, the unlikelyhood of such an event was the reason North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) was unable to respond in time during the attacks on the World Trade Center and Pentagon. NORAD simply did not have enough assets dedicated to this highly unlikely scenario. In effect, the United States was inadequately prepared to defend against an air attack inside its borders by its own aircraft.

In the aftermath of these events, ONE was charged with protecting sovereign US soil. The air defense portion of ONE ensures the safety of US skies and is run by NORAD. Immediately after 9/11, NORAD established combat air patrols over the entire United States with the mission of intercepting, and if necessary shooting down, any airplane threatening to attack the homeland. NORAD's mission represents a moral dilemma with significant consequences. The mere thought of a US pilot having to shoot down a civilian airliner over US territory would have been unthinkable prior to September 11, 2001.

US Northern Command (NORTHCOM), established by President Bush in October of 2002, was tasked to “provide command and control of the Department of Defense’s homeland defense efforts and to coordinate military support to civil authorities.”75 Therefore, with the NORTHCOM commander dual-hatted as the NORAD commander, the homeland air defense portion of ONE also fell under a combatant commander. Within NORAD, the Air National Guard’s First Air Force is responsible for executing ONE over the continental United States. Located at Tyndall Air Force Base in Florida, First Air Force utilizes an air operations center (AOC) that produces an air tasking order (ATO) for all aircraft involved in the air defense mission, just as is done for combat theaters overseas.76

Three commanders have been delegated shoot-down authority from the President for ONE, although presidential authority is still sought when time is available. Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld declared exactly who had shoot-down authority by name sixteen days after 9/11. In a press conference, he further clarified:

There are times when the situation is sufficiently immediate that the authority is delegated below the (combatant commander level) for periods of time, but always, in a case like this, always with the understanding that if time permits, it would be immediately brought up to the (combatant

---

GENERAL ED EBERHART, THEN-COMMANDER OF NORAD, CONFIRMED IN A 2002 INTERVIEW THAT THESE RELATIONSHIPS STILL STOOD AS ONE EASED INTO STEADY STATE OPERATIONS, BY STATING “IF THERE’S TIME, WE’D GO ALL THE WAY TO THE PRESIDENT” FOR APPROVAL TO SHOOT DOWN AN AIRLINER. “OTHERWISE, THE STANDING ORDERS HAVE BEEN PUSHED DOWN.”78 THE THREE-STAR COMMANDER OF FIRST AIR FORCE HAS SHOOT-DOWN AUTHORITY FOR THE CONTINENTAL US. IN ALASKA, THIS DUTY FALLS UNDER THE THREE-STAR COMMANDER OF THE ALASKAN NORTH AMERICAN AEROSPACE DEFENSE COMMAND REGION AT ELMENDORF AIR FORCE BASE. FOR HAWAII, THE FOUR-STAR COMMANDER OF US PACIFIC COMMAND HAS THE AUTHORITY.79 ALTHOUGH NONE OF THESE THREE COMMANDERS (OR THEIR SUCCESSORS) HAS ORDERED A SHOOT-DOWN, THEY HAVE CONDUCTED NUMEROUS EXERCISES TO SIMULATE THE CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED WITH DOING SO. IN 2004, GEN EBERHART STATED THAT NORAD PRACTICES HIJACKED AIRLINER SCENARIOS “SEVERAL TIMES A WEEK” MOSTLY TO OVERCOME POTENTIAL “TRIGGER-HESITANCY” ANGST AMONG BOTH OPERATORS AND DECISION MAKERS.80 THESE WAR GAMES, HOWEVER, CAN ONLY DEMONSTRATE THE PROCESS INTENDED FOR USE IN AN ACTUAL ONE SCENARIO, SINCE A REAL ‘NOBLE EAGLE’ HAS NEVER BEEN CARRIED OUT.
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DEVELOPING SITUATION. As a result, commanders now possess better information upon which to discuss, make, and transmit their decision prior to an actual engagement or shoot-down.

**Political Influence.** Ordering a shoot-down of a civilian airliner, while not as dramatic as ordering the employment of nuclear weapons, includes similar political considerations. In this case, domestic opinion would prove critical. Whether correct or incorrect in authorizing a shoot-down, the decision maker would ultimately face significant scrutiny and be second-guessed on the decision, where each intercept would resemble a mini-Cuban Missile Crisis. On the fateful day of 9/11, President Bush gave the order for a pair of F-16s patrolling the Washington area to shoot down any hijacked airliner that threatened a target. The fourth and final airliner, United Airlines Flight 93, involved in 9/11, however, crashed in Pennsylvania after passengers took their fate into their own hands. This crash precluded the F-16s from having to execute as instructed, but the mere authorization of the shoot-down brought the process into the public eye.

Much of the post-9/11 rhetoric on shoot-down authorization has come from Vice President Dick Cheney. On September 16, 2001, Cheney stated that on 9/11, he had recommended that President Bush authorize the shoot-down of airliners as a last resort. In justifying his recommendation, he claimed “You have to ask yourself, if we had had a Combat Air Patrol up over New York and we’d had the opportunity to take out the two aircraft that hit the World Trade Center, would we have been justified in doing that? I think absolutely we would have.” These comments, potentially aimed at both justifying his decision and conditioning the US populace prior to any actual shoot-downs of airliners, demonstrate the Vice President’s concern over the extreme political influence on the operation itself. One represents a political sensitivity that outweighs recent conflicts and only pales in comparison to current nuclear or other weapons of mass destruction (WMD) operations, which also require time-constrained decision-making.

In reality, two intercepted airplanes have flown directly over the President without having been shot down. In June 2004, during ceremonies marking President Ronald Reagan’s death, the NORTHCOM commander (also dual-hatted as the NORAD commander) faced the decision to shoot down an unidentified plane that violated restricted airspace. Unbeknownst to him, the FAA had cleared the plane to fly over, but had not informed the military. Secondly, in October 2004, the military intercepted a light aircraft that had
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MISTAKENLY FLOWN OVER THE **Space Coast Stadium** in Florida during the President’s rally. Disobeying directions, the pilot flew directly over the stadium while the President was speaking. Curiously, the White House issued a statement that the President was never in danger.\(^88\) So, why did they not get shot down? This could be due to extremely prescient knowledge by the commanders involved or perhaps some ‘rigger-hesitancy’ as mentioned above. Due to the limited press accounts of the situation, the exact details may have been sensationalized to some extent so to draw conclusions from the evidence would be premature. However, it speaks volumes to the political sensitivity of shooting down a civilian aircraft over US soil in hopes of preventing a tragedy.

**Changing US Nature of Warfare.** The strategic effects of the air power portion of **ONE** are difficult to measure. If one looked solely at the mission of defending the homeland from aerial attack, **ONE** has been successful in doing so. Due to the lack of attempts to attack the US homeland by air, one could claim, but not prove, that **Noble Eagle** has been effective in deterring such acts. However, since **ONE** decision-makers have not had to order a shoot-down, the control mechanisms of **ONE** have only been validated through exercises. Nevertheless, the most important factor in this case is that the US homeland does not get attacked in the future. In the same manner that one can claim that the US nuclear arsenal has been strategically effective through their lack of use, one can also claim that **ONE** has been strategically effective to date.

**ONE** certainly, however, has not been efficient. The defensive role of **ONE** places a heavy burden on US resources. The 30,000 air defense sorties that have already been flown do not include all of the alert missions requiring both airplanes and aircrews ready for immediate launch. Even though these missions were not flown, the resources involved were unable to accomplish anything else during that time period. Of those that did fly, the missions took away from critical training that aircrews would otherwise be accomplishing. Therefore, from an efficiency standpoint, 30,000-plus sorties have been flown without a single shot fired. Defensive combat air patrols, whether over the United States or during Operations Southern or Northern Watch, are inherently never an efficient method of employing air power. **ONE**’s sheer number of sorties, combined with the alert posture of fighters on the ground, has run up a hefty price tag. It may have been inefficient, but necessary. In this politically charged scenario, the need for effectiveness turns concerns over efficiency into only a matter of cost.

**Overall.** Senior leaders closely controlled **ONE** due primarily to the intense political influence on a mission that no one ever wants to see executed. While the final level of control was placed at the three-star level (JFACC equivalent), the president would take control if time permitted. This same scenario of aerial attack on the United
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States may be unlikely, however, the President can ill afford for lightning to strike twice. In order for President Bush to return the country back to the status quo and prevent terrorism from affecting citizen’s daily lifestyle, he needed to make the country feel secure and to implement measures to ensure that a similar event did not happen again. Every day that the US is free from attack, however, is one more day where one is effective. Therefore, the inefficient use of air power to guard against a highly unlikely repeat scenario of 9/11 is more than worth the potential political cost of absorbing another attack. This inefficiency may frustrate aircrews, but they must understand the purpose of all these sorties—to reassure the public that 9/11 will not happen again. The senior leaders of the United States had no choice but to closely control one.

One set the stage for offensive operations in the GWOT and reminded senior leaders, both civilian and military, of the US military’s ability to closely control air power through an AOC. For the three-star leaders and above, it presented an exercised capability to make a complex politically charged tactical decision at the highest levels of government. This demonstrated ability (through exercises) may have advertised an avenue for senior leaders during OEF or OIF to control tactical strikes.

Operation Enduring Freedom

Operation Enduring Freedom served to punish the perpetrators involved in the 9/11 attacks. Less than one full month after the attacks on the homeland, US military forces began operations in Afghanistan to defeat Al Qaeda and its Taliban sponsors. While one defended the homeland against another attack, OEF kicked off in a country known from the Soviet experience for its unforgiving and difficult terrain. By using an abundance of air power and innovative tactics, US forces would overcome the challenge presented by Afghanistan and subsequently rid the country of effective Al Qaeda and Taliban forces. However, this selective targeting of sub-state actors provided a unique dynamic that would lead senior leaders to closely control many tactical events.

The mission of OEF was clear. On October 7, 2001, President Bush set forth the military objectives of the operation in Afghanistan. OEF was “to disrupt the use of Afghanistan as a terrorist base of operations and to attack the military capability of the Taliban regime.” This mission also implied the capture of Osama bin Laden and his top Al Qaeda lieutenants as well as ensuring that neither Al Qaeda nor the Taliban retained the ability to conduct terrorist operations in the future. With minimal casualties, the military was to meet objectives while minimizing the impact to the international Muslim community. Their primary means would be through time-sensitive targets (TST).
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Command and control arrangements for OEF presented a unique combination of assets prosecuting an initially air intensive operation in a landlocked country. General Tommy R. Franks, as the Central Command (CENTCOM) commander, was the Joint Force Commander. In the initial stages of OEF, Lieutenant General Charles Wald, and later Lieutenant General T. Michael Moseley, served as the JFACC. The JFACC was the supported commander until enough special operations forces (SOF) assets flowed into theater, and then the SOF commander became the supported commander. Subsequently, General Franks created a Combined Force Land Component Commander (CFLCC), Lieutenant General Paul T. Mikolashek and made him the supported commander for the operation. General Franks retained his headquarters in Tampa, Florida, the JFACC retained his at the CAOC at Prince Sultan Air Base in Saudi Arabia, and the CFLCC established his headquarters at Camp Doha, Kuwait. Increased connectivity between the headquarters enabled this geographically dispersed command and control relationship.

**Technology.** The main technological advance affecting OEF was the ability to strike targets from an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). Specifically, the Predator UAV emerged from its reconnaissance role and made its debut as a strike asset. Even in the recon role, the Predator had opened a new line of visibility from the CAOC to the battlefield and presented senior leaders an avenue to get involved at the tactical level should they so choose. The ability to both monitor targets and then actually strike these targets in real-time presented an appealing temptation for leaders to intervene in tactical operations. Referring back to events from Operation Allied Force, Dr. Rebecca Grant depicted senior leaders in the CAOC using Predators to “sort out whether a target could be attacked under the ROE [RULES OF ENGAGEMENT] of the day—a tactical execution task.” The addition of Hellfire missiles to the Predator during OEF allowed these commanders to take the next logical step and actually tactically direct strikes as well.

Most US aircrews took off without targets and received execution authority from the CAOC. In addition, the Predator, either by using its own Hellfire missiles or by finding targets for other platforms, proved essential for employing air power. Even President Bush alluded that the UAV led to close control.

This combination -- real-time intelligence, local allied forces, special forces, and precision air power -- has really never been used before. The conflict in Afghanistan has taught us more about the future of our military than a decade of blue ribbon panels and think-tank symposiums. The Predator is a good example. This unmanned aerial vehicle is able to circle
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OVER ENEMY FORCES, GATHER INTELLIGENCE, TRANSMIT INFORMATION INSTANTLY BACK TO COMMANDERS, THEN FIRE ON TARGETS WITH EXTREME ACCURACY.\(^{93}\)

PRESIDENT BUSH’S COMMENTS IMPLY A TACIT APPROVAL OF CLOSE CONTROL. GEN FRANKS, IN TESTIMONY TO THE SENATE ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE AFTER OEF, STATED, “THE COMMAND AND CONTROL OF AIR, GROUND, NAVAL, AND SOF FROM 7,000 MILES AWAY WAS A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE IN WARFARE AS OUR FORCES ACHIEVED UNPRECEDENTED REAL-TIME SITUATIONAL AWARENESS AND C2 CONNECTIVITY.”\(^{94}\) THESE CAPABILITIES ENABLED OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY.

**POLITICAL INFLUENCE.** IN LIGHT OF THE ATTACKS ON THE US HOMELAND, THE POLITICAL INFLUENCE ON OEF OPERATIONS REMAINED SURPRISINGLY HIGH. AFGHANISTAN HAD “UNIQUE POLITICAL ASPECTS—THE EXTENT AND THE PERCEPTIONS OF COLLATERAL DAMAGE WERE VERY IMPORTANT IN THE BROADER CONTEXT OF HOW THE INTERNATIONAL MUSLIM COMMUNITY (AND OTHERS) WOULD REACT TO US OPERATIONS AGAINST A TERRORIST NETWORK THAT HAPPENED TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH MUSLIMS.”\(^{95}\) WHILE MANY AMERICANS WERE READY TO Avenge THE LOSS OF LIFE ON US SOIL, CONCERN FOR INTERNATIONAL OPINION FORCED US MILITARY LEADERS TO PROCEED CAUTIOUSLY. IN TURN, GENERAL FRANKS RETAINED DECISION AUTHORITY FOR MANY TARGETS IN OEF. THE LEADERS OF OEF PERCEIVED THE NEED TO MINIMIZE CIVILIAN CASUALTIES IN ACHIEVING OBJECTIVES.

ARMED UAVS IN COMBINATION WITH GPS-GUIDED MUNITIONS ALLOWED SENIOR DECISION MAKERS TO “CALL DOWN PRECISION STRIKES 24 HOURS A DAY.”\(^{96}\) THE TIME-SENSITIVE TARGETING PROCESS ROUTINELY USED AIR POWER TO ATTACK POP-UP OR FLEETING TARGETS. IN FACT, 80 PERCENT OF THE TARGETS STRUCK BY US AIR POWER WERE TST TARGETS.\(^{97}\) ACCORDING TO THE DIRECTOR OF COMBAT OPERATIONS AT THE CAOC, UNDER THE RULES OF ENGAGEMENT (ROE) FOR ENDURING FREEDOM, “PRE-PLANNED STRIKES, INTERDICTION TARGETS AND TIME-SENSITIVE TARGETS ALL HAD TO BE APPROVED BY USCENTCOM; AND FOR THE MOST PART, THE USCENTCOM/J-2 AND LEGAL ADVISORS…DROVE WHAT WE DID AND DID NOT TARGET.”\(^{98}\) HOWEVER, SOMETIMES APPROVAL BY THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE WAS NECESSARY AS WELL.

GUIDANCE REQUIRED THE DEFENSE SECRETARY, DONALD H. RUMSFELD, TO PERSONALLY APPROVE ANY STRIKES ON POP-UP TARGETS SUCH AS VEHICLES THOUGHT TO INCLUDE SENIOR TALIBAN AND AL QAEDA LEADERS. RUMSFELD DID NOT SPEAK DIRECTLY TO THE ISSUE FOR TARGET APPROVAL, BUT HE MADE NO SECRET THAT HE WAS IN CLOSE CONTACT WITH FRANKS.\(^{99}\)

\(^{95}\) CORDESMAN, LESSONS OF AFGHANISTAN, 110.
\(^{96}\) Grant, “Reach-Forward,” 46.
\(^{99}\) Grant, “Reach-Forward,” 46.
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The Secretary of Defense did not have to approve all of the emerging targets, but the fact that certain targets required higher-level approval led to some missed opportunities.

The largest missed opportunity was Mullah Mohammed Omar, the spiritual leader of the Taliban and Osama bin Laden’s number two man.

As reported by Seymour M. Hersh in The New Yorker, a Hellfire-armed Predator was patrolling the roads near Kabul on the first night of the war. Hersh asserted, “The Predator identified a group of cars and trucks fleeing the capital as a convoy carrying Mullah Omar, the Taliban leader.” The CIA controller had to refer the shoot-don’t shoot decision to “officers on duty at the headquarters” of Central Command in Tampa, Fla. 100

General Frank’s was later quoted as saying, “My JAG [Judge Advocate General—a legal officer] doesn’t like this, so we’re not going to fire.” 101 Although an operative on the ground later confirmed that Omar was indeed in the convoy, General Frank’s choice not to fire is indicative of the Clausewitzian fog and friction of warfare. It would be unfair to judge a commander’s style from one incident, so although in this case, General Frank’s decision was incorrect, his overall caution regarding OEF may have been critical to the operation’s success. Either way, requiring higher-level approval of TSTS presents a negative implication of close control by inevitably adding more decision time to the process than if the operator on the scene could make the call. In OEF, the perceived political sensitivity overrode this concern. The US learned many TST lessons in OEF, leading one analyst to claim, “In many respects, Afghanistan served as a laboratory for time-sensitive targeting.” 102 The lessons would pay great dividends a year later in Iraq.

General Franks made a concentrated effort to avoid unnecessary loss of civilian life, beyond the standard requirement of the Law of Armed Conflict. Describing humanitarian operations near Kandahar in late November, General Franks stated:

Every day, we have assets watch those [roads], and the first thing that’s required is, when one sees vehicles moving, is to determine whether those vehicles belong to friends or foes. As you know, we move an awful lot of humanitarian assistance up and down these routes inside Afghanistan, and I think you’ll agree that we’ve exercised every caution to be sure that we didn’t bomb those. 103

Even in scenarios where commanders may not be as restricted from prosecuting the enemy, US efforts to begin humanitarian assistance simultaneously with combat operations
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hindered General Franks’ ability to aggressively conduct the war. This ‘self-induced’ political constraint has just as much, if not more, affect on how leaders choose to execute air power, leading Dr Rebecca Grant to conclude, “the level of caution and of direct tactical control in Enduring Freedom surpassed other recent operations.”104 Much like Operation Allied Force, senior leaders in OEF necessarily decided the level of political influence first and then determined what actions needed to be taken.

**Changing Nature of US Warfare.** One of the primary strategic concerns in Afghanistan was to build and maintain the confidence of the Northern Alliance to enable them to conduct the main effort of the ground fighting. The ability to assist a ground commander in an expeditious manner only served to strengthen that commander’s confidence in the air support system. As with many strategic effects, the indirect benefit was not directly measurable, but may have been critical.

For OEF as a whole, tactical efficiency was not a priority. While resources were limited in the first few days of the operation, the US overcame the geographic challenges quickly and provided air support to the SOF elements on the ground. These SOF teams combined with the CAOC’s “delivery of ‘on-call’ airpower proved to be the right operational concept for unseating the Taliban.”105 The CAOC carefully orchestrated the operation to have air assets over the battlefield 24 hours a day within selected ‘engagement zones.’106 From the CAOC, the JFACC and his staff directed aircraft to different zones to strike emerging targets. The inherent inefficiency of on-call air power was strategically effective in OEF.

This abundance of air power also negated concerns over efficiency. The number of airborne aircraft often exceeded the number of targets available.107 In addition, as with any ‘on-call’ air platform, often the munitions available were not optimized against the emerging target. Therefore, many sorties went unutilized or were less than optimally effective against their target. Prior to Operation Anaconda, air power delivered ‘on-call’ strikes from a generous amount of airplanes, both fighter and bomber, overhead of key ground locations. As the CFACC transitioned into Operation Anaconda, his major concern was over deconfliction and coordination. The lessons learned report from Operation Anaconda stated, “The problem wasn’t supply: there were plenty of US Navy strike aircraft, USAF fighters and bombers available. Coordinating it all would be the
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ISSUE.” It also stated, “Bombers and fighters frequently returned to base without dropping any bombs.” US hegemonic status allows for such inefficient operations.

**OVERALL.** OEF was a closely controlled war. The CAOC used its technological capability to control the air war over Afghanistan, however many believed that the CAOC was infringing on decentralized execution. In April 2002, Dr Rebecca Grant wrote, “The battle for centralized control was won with reliance on the JFACC concept, but Enduring Freedom witnessed a new clash over the continuing need for decentralized execution.” However, the SECDEF retained approval authority for targeting Al Qaeda and Taliban leadership knowing that mistakes causing innocent Afghanistan civilian deaths could lead to strategic disaster. Likewise, General Franks withheld approval authority on many convoys due to the vast amount of US-backed humanitarian aid passing through Afghanistan at the time. Therefore, these leaders analyzed the unique political calculus of OEF and chose, out of perceived necessity, to closely control tactical operations.

**OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM**

Operation Iraqi Freedom presents scenarios across the spectrum from close control to autonomous operation. This study of OIF demonstrates that one mission—time-sensitive targeting—was closely controlled at the operational level and above. The other air power missions varied from close control from the CAOC, such as with precision munition droppers, to autonomous operation at the tactical level, as with close air support (CAS). This variety of employment styles, all within the same conflict, demonstrated that different missions may require different levels of control.

OIF started on March 19, 2003, when two F-117As and numerous Tomahawk Land Attack Missiles (TLAMs) attempted to decapitate Iraqi leadership. Their unsuccessful attempt at ending the war as quickly as it began launched a joint coalition attack to topple the Hussein regime. Specifically, according to the CENTAF Director of Operations, the air objectives of OIF were to “neutralize the regime’s ability to command forces and govern their state, gain and maintain air and space supremacy, suppress the Iraqi tactical ballistic missile threat, support coalition special operations forces and support coalition land component forces.” Major combat operations lasted from March 19, 2003, to May 1, 2003, when President Bush announced the end of major combat operations aboard the **USS Abraham Lincoln.** The air component played a major role in leading the counter-
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Scud effort in Western Iraq, enabling the creation of the eventual northern front, and supporting both of the ground advances from the South by protecting their exposed flanks during their rapid forward movement to Baghdad.\textsuperscript{113} All the while, strategic air and TST strikes pursued an effects-based strategy of decapitating the Iraqi leadership and isolating them from their fielded forces.

Fresh from the OEF experience and eleven-plus years patrolling the no-fly zones, the air component was remarkably well prepared for the initiation of OIF. General Moseley continued to function as the CFACC and General Franks remained the CFC. General Moseley conducted OIF air operations from Prince Sultan Air Base, Saudi Arabia, and shifted the continuing missions for OEF to the CAOC at Al Udeid Air Base in Qatar. For OIF, “the majority of CAOC personnel were either experts in their field or had previous CAOC experience. In fact, approximately 90 percent of all targeting personnel that worked in the CAOC during OIF were hand picked prior to the conflict.”\textsuperscript{114} Therefore, the capability of the CAOC far surpassed previous levels and stood more ready than ever at initiation of decisive combat operations in Iraq.

**Technology.** Technology continued to evolve from OEF to OIF. The command and control structure was also more prepared than in OEF, since all major players were in place prior to the official beginning of the conflict. General Franks moved his CFC headquarters forward to Qatar. The CFLCC set up his headquarters in Kuwait and the CFMCC established his headquarters in Bahrain. Although geographically separated, the connectivity between these headquarters had increased since the beginning of OEF. Commanders now used worldwide VTCs and online chat rooms to pass information and provide round-the-clock visibility from senior leaders all the way back to the US.\textsuperscript{115} These systems proved crucial to providing real-time information to both commanders and their troops. In addition, the air component provided air component coordination elements (ACCE) to liaise with each of the components to supplement electronic communication and build personal relationships.\textsuperscript{116} This exceptional “connectivity and interconnectivity we have between the land and maritime and air components” created avenues for greater real-time flexibility.\textsuperscript{117}

\textsuperscript{113} Rebecca Grant, “Hand in Glove,” *Air Force Magazine*, July 2003, 35.


\textsuperscript{116} Grant, *The First 600 Days of Combat*, 96-7.

The United States became more proficient at utilizing its technology to apply air power. The CAOC applied its C4ISR systems “in a form of joint warfare that had an unparalleled degree of near-real-time situational awareness that shortened the ‘kill chain’ in going from targeting to strike, and the sensor-to-shooter gap from days and hours in the Gulf War to hours and minutes in the Iraq War.” Specifically, the combination of UAVs, GPS-guided munitions, and increased connectivity led to an impressive capability in prosecuting TSTs. In one air attack against the infamous ‘Chemical Ali,’ the TST cell reviewed video image of the village and approved an F-16 to strike the villa. This process, including obtaining the decision to strike for the engagement authority, took less than thirty minutes. Altogether in OIF, the TST cell prosecuted 156 TSTs—specifically defined as targets that included leadership, weapons of mass destruction, or terrorists—and 686 ‘dynamic’ targets, defined as all other time-sensitive targets not meeting the criteria listed above. These strikes demonstrated the increasing maturity of the time-sensitive targeting process, providing an overall average response time of 45 minutes. Some took as little as twenty minutes from TST cell notification to target destruction.

The CFACC had control of most of the air power assets and the ATO drove execution from the supported effort in the west to the supporting efforts in the east, south, and north. The CAOC eventually grew from a pre-OIF total of 672 personnel to a March 2003 total of 1,966 personnel to start the war. Of the almost 2,000 individuals in the CAOC for OIF, about 43 percent had official AOC training. The sheer power of the largest CAOC seen-to-date allowed General Moseley operational flexibility previously unseen. General Moseley was even described as “the quarterback of the operation, calling audibles in response to changing circumstances.” These technological capabilities enabled him to closely control air power in TST and other operations.

Political Influence. The political sensitivity for OIF was extremely high for numerous reasons. International support for the invasion of Iraq was significantly less than the support for the invasion of Afghanistan. Coupled with decreased domestic support than from the initiation of OEF, commanders faced numerous political hurdles with the invasion of Iraq by trying to win the ‘hearts and minds’ of the population while
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TOPPLING THE REGIME. ANDREW KREPENEVICH, DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND BUDGETARY ASSESSMENTS, SUMMARIZED THEIR CHALLENGE:


AS IN OEF, LAWYERS AGAIN PROVED CRITICAL IN CAREFULLY VETTING EACH TARGET TO BE STRUCK. TO ENSURE THAT AIR POWER WOULD NOT ADVERSELY AFFECT THE OVERALL STRATEGY, BY THE BEGINNING OF OIF “EVERY INCH OF BAGHDAD HAD BEEN COMBED AND EVALUATED TO BUILD A DATABASE OF COLLATERAL DAMAGE METRICS FOR POTENTIAL TARGETS. GIVEN THAT THE CFACC DATABASE ULTIMATELY GREW TO OVER 25,000 DMPIS FOR ALL TYPES OF TARGETS, THIS WAS NO MEAN FEAT.” THE AIR COMPONENT’S ATTEMPT TO SAVE LIVES AND MINIMIZE DAMAGE WAS ULTIMATELY SUCCESSFUL. THE CAOC EFFECTIVELY CHOSE “THE MUNITIONS AND ANGLE OF ATTACK THAT COULD DESTROY THE TARGET TO THE POINT NECESSARY TO PRODUCE THE DESIRED EFFECT, BUT TO DO SO USING THE SMALLEST MUNITION AND THE ANGLE AND POINT OF ATTACK THAT WOULD PRODUCE MINIMAL RISK TO CIVILIANS AND COLLATERAL DAMAGE.” GENERAL FRANKS APPLAUDED THESE EFFORTS: “I THINK YOU HAVE SEEN TIME AND TIME AGAIN MILITARY TARGETS FALL WHILE THE CIVILIAN INFRASTRUCTURE REMAINS IN PLACE. AND IT’S THE SAME WITH CIVILIAN LIVES.” SECRETARY RUMSFELD ALSO DEFENDED
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coalition efforts: “The targeting capabilities and the care that goes into targeting to see that the precise targets are struck and that other targets are not struck is as impressive as anyone could see.” 132 Such high-level emphasis speaks volumes to the perceived political sensitivity facing senior leaders as they unleashed air power to defeat the regime while maintaining the support of the population.

**Changing Nature of US Warfare.** Tactical efficiency was again a secondary concern in OIF. Primary missions, such as CAS, TST, and the anti-theater ballistic missile (TBM) hunt, all consisted of providing an abundance of air power in hopes that it would be used. Dr Rebecca Grant described this on-call air power as persistent precision: “Just as important as precision was its partner—persistence.” 133 However, this persistence comes at a direct cost in terms of efficiency. The on-call presence of air power combined with the sensitive nature of TST and dynamic targets allowed leaders to employ real-time effects-based operations to achieve strategic objectives. From the outset of OIF, the SECDEF directed military commanders to use all the means allotted in the manner they saw fit to achieve the strategic objectives. For example, the CFACC’s anti-TBM mission in Western Iraq dedicated over 75 strike aircraft to a single mission. 134 While unusual and highly inefficient, it allowed the CFACC to “hold” Western Iraq for the JFC. In addition, these strike assets were often re-rolled to new targets by the CAOC if their ordnance was not needed in the west. 135 These effects-based closely controlled operations successfully achieved decisive combat objectives at the expense of efficiency.

The abundance of air power for OIF enabled this inefficient use of force. The CENTCOM Chief of Strategy from OIF stated, “Never in the history of warfare has this much precision air power been applied in such a compressed period of time.” 136 While precision does increase efficiency and may directly increase tactical effectiveness, it does not necessarily increase strategic effectiveness. The precision capability of the US military increased its efficiency, in terms of sorties per target, DMPIs per sortie, etc. However, one must strike the correct targets in order to be effective, which is a quite different measure. Another report also bragged about using only half of the number of airplanes during OIF than Desert Storm. 137 Again, this focus on efficiency may be due to its ease of measurement, but the application of effect-based operations was supposed to allow maturation beyond measuring efficiency to measuring effectiveness. Lastly, the fact that TSTs are judged by the ‘cycle-time’ it took to make the decision and strike the
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TARGET, SHOWS THAT EFFICIENCY IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF EFFECTIVENESS. WHEN LEADERSHIP CHOOSES TO RETAIN APPROVAL AUTHORITY FOR TSTs, ONE MUST ASSUME THAT A CORRECT DECISION IS VALUED OVER A QUICK DECISION OR AUTHORITY WOULD HAVE BEEN DELEGATED IN THE FIRST PLACE. WHILE SPEED IN WARFARE IS OBVIOUSLY IMPORTANT, TOUGH DECISIONS TAKE TIME. AFTER ALL, A QUICK BAD DECISION IS SIMPLY A BAD DECISION REACHED IN LESS TIME. Only overwhelming firepower allowed for these inefficiencies in OIF.


THIS ANALYSIS OF OIF ONLY COVERED THE PERIOD OF MAJOR COMBAT OPERATIONS FOR AIR POWER. HOWEVER, THE RESULTING COUNTERINSURGENCY CAMPAIGN PAINTS A SIMILAR PICTURE. A COMBINATION OF ‘ON-CALL’ AIR PLATFORMS LOADED COMBINED WITH ROAMING UAVs PRESENT AN INEFFICIENT, YET EFFECTIVE SUPPORTING ARM TO THE COUNTERINSURGENCY WAGED ON THE GROUND. IN FACT, MANY HAVE SUGGESTED THE SITUATION ON THE GROUND WAS A RESULT OF HOW COMMANDERS HANDLED THE MAJOR COMBAT OPERATIONS. ANDREW KREPENEVICH WRITES, “Hence, the US MILITARY’S PREFERENCE TO DO WHAT IT DOES BEST—DEFEAT ENEMY FORCES IN THE FIELD AND THEN QUICKLY DEPART—MUST BE OVERCOME. THE PRACTICE OF CRAFTING QUICK EXIT STRATEGIES MUST YIELD TO A WILLINGNESS TO DEVELOP A COMPREHENSIVE STRATEGY FOR WINNING BOTH THE WAR AND THE POST CONFLICT PERIOD THAT FOLLOWS.” For the United States to achieve its strategic objectives in Iraq, operators can expect senior leaders to continue to closely control most missions in an attempt to control critical strategic effects.

CONCLUSION

These three case studies represent different conflicts that relied heavily on close control. ONE represents a scenario of extreme political influence. OEF demonstrated that, even with broad international support, the United States must take great care in minimizing civilian casualties in accomplishing its objectives. OIF showed that
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Air power must also take great care to not destroy key infrastructure and upset the very population whose hearts and minds it is trying to win. Close control, where possible, was the method of choice for many missions in all three of these conflicts.

The United State’s unique position as the hegemon, combined with limited objectives, decreased the need for autonomous operations. Hegemonic status equals an abundance of power, which in turn, decreases the concern over efficiency. Surplus air power allows fighters to patrol the United States, lying in wait for the next hijacked airliner. Extra air power enables the CFACC to offer ‘on-call’ air power to support ground forces in Afghanistan. An abundance of air power allows senior leaders to closely control time-sensitive targets in Iraq. Autonomous operations, which aim at squeezing every bit of capability from a limited number of assets in the ‘traditional American way of war,’ are no longer necessary in today’s conflicts.

Domestic support represents only one of a number of sources for the increased political sensitivity of recent conflicts. Selling the homeland defense mission to the US public was easy. US citizens want to see combat air patrols over major cities and major public events. With Afghanistan, selling revenge was easy. Combined with the idea that terrorism is everybody’s problem, a coalition quickly emerged. However, the fragile relationship with the international Muslim community drove leaders to use extreme caution. In contrast, after an overestimation of Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction capability, the United States encountered difficulty in building and then maintaining a coalition. For all three of these military operations, these political influences caused senior leaders to tread cautiously when employing military power. When one significant misstep can derail an entire strategy, expect the strategist to become involved. The context has changed significantly from Van Creveld’s day. In the future, one should expect senior leaders to closely control tactical events.
CHAPTER 4

IMPLICATIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

ADHERENCE TO DOGMA HAS DESTROYED MORE ARMIES AND COST MORE BATTLES THAN ANYTHING ELSE IN WAR.

-- J. F. C. FULLER

My research demonstrates a divergence between doctrine and reality. Doctrine still teaches the primacy of centralized control and decentralized execution, while recent operations demonstrate that this is rarely the case. The debate over decentralized versus centralized execution reduces quickly to an argument of whether the situation calls for autonomous operations or close control. History has shown that selecting either as the absolute answer is incorrect, since there are many scenarios where the ‘best way to employ air power’ has slid along the spectrum depending on the contextual factors.

Not all readers of this thesis will agree whether centralized or decentralized execution is the right answer. This is because your view of centralized execution depends largely on where you sit. Senior leaders may say that operators do not adequately understand political restraints and that may be true. However, one should not conclude that operators are not smart enough to make on-the-spot decisions. Most operators at the tactical level simply lack the political training to fully digest the situation. A more thorough understanding of the political influence on a military operation will allow all individuals involved—leaders and operators—to act according to the situation.

IMPLICATIONS

The implications of misinterpreting/misunderstanding/misapplying doctrine are large. In 2003, the Air Force further clouded the issue by including the previously taboo term of centralized execution into its basic doctrine. Present day doctrine dictates that execution authority will sometimes be retained at the highest levels, but still maintains (erroneously) that centralized control and decentralized execution are the best way to employ air power. The doctrinally misused term of ‘decentralized execution’ raises concerns about over-controlling. Doctrine also attempts to illustrate that political sensitivities and increased technological capabilities have led to the tendency to centrally execute. However, the ‘centralized execution’ terminology is equally incorrect. The truth is that the heightening of political sensitivities and our increased ability to direct from afar has led to closely controlling air power. This subtle difference in terminology is increasingly important. While doctrine will never be purely correct, it requires further clarification to guide air power leaders and operators alike in the increasingly complex employment of air power in the future.

140 AFDD 1, 2003, 30.
141 Ibid., 28.
This discussion over what some would refer to as “simple semantics” is grounded in the strategic objectives sought when employing air power. The Joint Force Air Component Commander (JFACC) is responsible for employing air power to achieve strategic effectiveness. Therefore, the trend toward close control (or as doctrine states, centralized execution) stems from the desire to control the strategic effects created by tactical operations. Air Force leaders seem to understand this while tactical operators do not. The reasons for this are twofold. First and foremost, doctrine is to blame for misleading tactical operators into believing that decentralized execution is actually autonomous operation. Second, the Air Force trains almost exclusively for tactical efficiency. This training, combined with the backdrop of doctrine, leads the war fighter to believe tactical efficiency is critical to strategic effectiveness, when in actuality the two may be entirely unrelated in combat. Therefore, the question becomes what type of conflict can the US expect to fight in the future? The scenario codified in doctrine is for a war of decreased political influence. I contend that future conflicts will more closely resemble the Kosovo scenario than the ‘traditional’ Cold War style conflicts upon which doctrine is based.

**Recommendations**

Air Force doctrine is still a slave to the master tenet of air power and the Air Force should abandon this bumper sticker slogan. Future JFACCs will determine the appropriate level of control required in their situation, and operators should not be surprised if the JFACC chooses to closely control tactical operations. While the Air Force struggled to be different for many years, it is time for the Air Force to employ its specific form of power in the same manner as other services. Assumptions that were born during the Cold War no longer apply. Flexibility at the operational level is now possible and preferable to flexibility at the tactical level. Moreover, tactical efficiency is no longer required for effectiveness. While tactical efficiency is of course desirable, leaders often have to sacrifice efficiency for operational (or preferably strategic) effectiveness. The Air Force’s pride in its tactical efficiency need not stand in the way of the evolution of air power. In addition, other forms of power—land, sea, and space—do not have a master tenet. Air power is no different. Every execution situation will be different, so different execution methods will be required. Joint doctrine advocates centralized planning and direction, leaving the ‘how to’ execute to commanders. The Air Force would do well to follow suit. After all, command is an art, not a science.

**The Air Power Control Model**

The same cognitive qualities that enable US warfighters to be tactically proficient and also efficient, however, could also allow the same individuals to become politically savvy in warfare. Today, with our current aviation technology, captains and lieutenants
Can learn their tactical skill much quicker than in the past. Laser-guided bombs took away much of the art dropping a precise bomb, because now all one has to do is release within an acceptable window and hold the laser spot still until the bomb impacts. GPS series weapons make this even easier. Upon achieving release parameters (usually signaled by the aircraft to the aircrew by a “release cue”), the aircrew merely has to give consent and the bomb does the rest. Since it does not take much time to train these individuals in the current art of effective bomb-dropping, why not spend that extra time focusing on understanding political influence and accompanying constraints?

General Charles C. Krulak, previous commandant of the US Marine Corps, was fond of referring to the “strategic corporal.” In 1999, he stated, “In many cases, the individual marine will be the most conspicuous symbol of American foreign policy and will potentially influence not only the immediate tactical situation, but the operational and strategic levels as well.”

If a marine corporal can have strategic impact, then almost any airman, given the theater-wide impact of air operations, can similarly generate a strategic impact. The same skills used to strike difficult targets in deteriorating weather conditions could be channeled toward understanding strategic impact. Much like the SOF troop in Afghanistan who alertly analyzed a funeral procession and ordered his troops to take off their caps and pay respects, airmen can be taught political benefits/impact just as well. Instead of continuing the quest for tactical efficiency, let us move forward on the quest for strategic understanding.

A simple schematic provides an interpretation of this continuum of control. At one end of the scale are autonomous operations where tactical units are free to determine exactly how they are to achieve their objectives, much like what doctrine hails as decentralized execution. On the other end is close control where tactical operators are told exactly how to do the job, much like what doctrine hails as centralized execution. Both of these styles have merit based on the political influence on the scenario, which defines the continuum bounded by autonomous operations and close control. Depending on the political influence, there would be a theoretical optimum level of control. Any actual level of control to the left of this optimum point would be a little too hands off for the situation. Any level of control to the right of this optimum point would therefore be over-controlling or micromanaging. At the far right, just off the continuum, is where I place ‘true’ centralized execution, where the JFACC has left the realm of control and entered the realm of execution. The examples below stay short of this extreme.

---

Some assumptions behind the model are necessary. First, this paper assumes this to be the JFACC’s control model. The JFACC’s chain of command could obviously dictate a significant shift in the level of control, but that situation will be addressed under constraints. Second, it is a static representation of a dynamic world. The level of control may shift either way depending on a significant event (an accidental embassy bombing, for example). Third, it represents all control at the same level. Obviously, a JFACC would more closely control a decapitation strike than daily close air support sorties. Within the limitations of these assumptions, this model can provide some insight into air power control decisions.

After a JFACC makes a political influence determination, then he/she would decide upon the optimum level of control between autonomous operation and close control. In actuality, at the beginning of each conflict, the JFACC does make some determination of the level of control to exercise over operations. The factors above can only approximate what each individual JFACC considers, but the important thing is that this process has to occur in some form. It is from this determination, regardless of the process used, that the JFACC will subsequently publish special instructions (SPINs) and rules of engagement (ROE) for operations. These documents serve as the JFACC’s control mechanisms, and the fact that changes are published daily in the air tasking order demonstrates how quickly they can change.

So far, I have only described some of the things a JFACC could consider in determining the optimum level of control according only to political influence alone. However, specific constraints act upon a JFACC that may move this level of control one way or the other on the continuum. At a minimum, these constraints include—time, capability, complexity, and senior leader inputs. A JFACC may simply not have the time to closely control operations, therefore, the time constraint may move the optimum control point to the left (relaxing the level of control). Capability may also drive the optimum control level to decrease. Capability can be either the individual’s capability—humans are limited in what they can do—or the organization’s capability to closely control events. An almost 2,000 person AOC in OIF can obviously control more operations than smaller AOC’s in the past. Complexity can also constrain the level of control. However, today’s
OPERATIONS NORMALLY HAVE MORE LIMITED OBJECTIVES THAN IN THE PAST AND TECHNOLOGY THAT MAKES IT EASIER TO CLOSELY CONTROL. HOWEVER, LARGER OPERATIONS COULD FORCE THE LEVEL OF CONTROL TO DECREASE. THE LAST CONSTRAINING FACTOR IS SENIOR LEADER INPUT. THE JFACC MAY BE TOLD HOW TO CONTROL OPERATIONS, AND IF SO, THAT WILL DETERMINE THE JFACC’S LEVEL OF CONTROL. IN TODAY’S WORLD, CONFLICTS ARE SHORTER IN DURATION, OBJECTIVES ARE MORE LIMITED, AND THE UNITED STATES USUALLY DICTATES THE PACE OF OPERATIONS. COUPLED WITH THE US’ SUPERIOR TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANTAGE, IT IS EASY TO SEE HOW THE FUTURE COULD GRAVITATE EVEN MORE TOWARD CLOSE CONTROL.


ON THE OTHER HAND, THE SITUATION THAT THE JFACC, LIEUTENANT GENERAL MICHAEL C. SHORT, FACED IN ALLIED FORCE IN KOSOVO WAS AN EXAMPLE OF EXTREME POLITICAL INFLUENCE. IN THIS SCENARIO, GENERAL SHORT FELT IT WAS NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN CLOSE CONTROL OF MANY TACTICAL UNITS, SINCE CONCERN OVER THE POLITICAL SITUATION WAS AT AN ALL-TIME HIGH AND MAINTAINING COALITION SUPPORT WAS CRITICAL.  

---

Conclusion

The argument over centralized execution versus decentralized execution is really over the level of control a JFACC exercises over operations. The model I offer explains why there is an increasing trend in leaders to more closely control tactical events. By viewing the proper level of control along a continuum from autonomous operation to close control, one can ascertain the trend toward close control. Political influence continues to increase, while many of the constraining factors on senior leaders have relaxed. Therefore, there is no reason to believe that the near future of air power involvement in conflicts will be any different from the recent scenarios under the Global War on Terror. As Dr. Grant has noted, “there was no one set of rules” or “one template that would always apply to every situation,” yet doctrine retains the primacy of one method.144 While doctrine still advocates the master tenet, in reality, a myriad of other factors determine how leaders choose to control operations. Times, politics, and the world landscape have changed. It is time for doctrine to adjust as well.

Words do matter. The challenge to doctrine writers is in carefully choosing words to depict the realities of today and not the lessons of yesteryear. We do not have the luxury anymore of taking forever to flush out lessons learned and best practices. We need to respond and adapt quicker to defeat an asymmetric enemy bent on turning our own advantages against us. There will be no textbook solution, no matter how much we wish there were. Nevertheless, ridding doctrine of antiquated terms and guidance is a step in the right direction. Until then, the misuse of words in current doctrine only leads air power leaders and operators to interpret (or misinterpret) these words as they see fit.

144 Rebecca Grant, Remarks at the Air Force Association Symposium, Orlando, Fl., 14 February 2003.
CONCLUSION

AN AIR FORCE WITHOUT DOCTRINE IS ALWAYS UNCERTAIN ABOUT WHAT IT IS DOING AND WHY IT IS DOING IT. AN AIR FORCE WITH OUTDATED DOCTRINE CAN, IN EFFECT, IMPRISON ITSELF, INTRINSICALLY LIMITING ITS ABILITY TO PROJECT AIR POWER.

-- RICHARD HALLION

AIR POWER EMPLOYMENT IN 2005 IS MARKEDLY DIFFERENT FROM AIR POWER EMPLOYMENT IN THE PAST. IN 1943, THE ARMY ADDED CENTRALIZED CONTROL TO AIR DOCTRINE TO AVOID THE MISTAKES OF PENNY-PACKETING AIR POWER IN NORTH AFRICA.\textsuperscript{145} IN ADDITION TO ITS CONCERNS OVER OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS, THE US ARMY AIR FORCES (USAAF) WAS ALSO SEARCHING FOR A WAY TO DISTINGUISH AIR POWER AS DIFFERENT AND INDEPENDENT, SEEKING TO JUSTIFY A SEPARATE SERVICE. LONG AFTER ACHIEVING ITS INDEPENDENCE IN 1947, THE STILL-EVOLVING AIR FORCE AGAIN CHOSE TO UPDATE ITS DOCTRINE DURING THE VIETNAM WAR BY ADDING THE TERM ‘DECENTRALIZED EXECUTION’ IN AN ATTEMPT TO BREAK FREE OF THE CLOSE CIVILIAN SUPERVISION FROM WASHINGTON. ALTHOUGH IT IS EASY TO SEE HOW DOCTRINE EVOLVED AFTER THOSE LENGTHY AND, ONE COULD ARGUE, ERROR-RIDDEN CONFLICTS, IT IS TIME AGAIN FOR THE AIR FORCE TO MODIFY ITS DOCTRINE.

The term ‘decentralized execution’ arose in 1971 as a result of the perceived over-controlling of air targeting by leadership in Washington. Since then, Air Force doctrine has intentionally retained the term and married it the concept of centralized control—producing the master tenet of air power. However, this description does not fully explain the best way to employ air power. In 1992, fresh off the end of the Cold War and the air power centric victory from Desert Storm, the Air Force published Air Force Manual 1-1, Basic Aerospace Doctrine of the United States Air Force. This document warned of the dangers of “over-centralizing” control and emphasized the errors of control versus errors of execution.\textsuperscript{146} However, the Air Force failed to properly ascertain the emerging issues underlying centralized control and decentralized execution. This problem remains today.

THE 2003 VERSION OF AIR FORCE BASIC DOCTRINE INCLUDED A MENTION OF CENTRALIZED EXECUTION FOR THE FIRST TIME. THIS ALONE WAS A SIGNIFICANT, BUT STILL INADEQUATE, STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION. IN DESCRIBING CONDITIONS FOR CENTRALIZED EXECUTION, AIR FORCE DOCTRINE SET FORTH TWO CONCEPTS—STRATEGIC EFFECTIVENESS AND TACTICAL EFFICIENCY. THESE TWO CONCEPTS PROVIDE INSIGHT BEHIND THE REAL DEBATE BETWEEN ‘CENTRALIZED’ AND ‘DECENTRALIZED EXECUTION.’ DOCTRINE WRITERS STATED THAT UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, SENIOR LEADERS MAY DESIRE “TO CONTROL STRATEGIC EFFECTS, EVEN AT THE SACRIFICE OF TACTICAL EFFICIENCY,” PROVIDING A CAVEAT TO THE MASTER TENET OF AIR POWER.\textsuperscript{147} HOWEVER, WOULD NOT A SENIOR LEADER PREFER TO CONTROL STRATEGIC EFFECTS IF IT WAS POSSIBLE? THIS INCLUSION OF THE CENTRALIZED EXECUTION

\textsuperscript{145} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{147} Air Force Doctrine Document 1, Air Force Basic Doctrine, 17 November 2003, 28.
CLAUSE INTO DOCTRINE MERELY CODIFIES WHAT SENIOR LEADERS HAVE BEEN ATTEMPTING TO DO IN
RECENT OPERATIONS—CONTROLLING STRATEGIC EFFECTS—in violation of the master tenet. THIS
SEEMS LOGICAL AND EVEN EXPECTED. YET, IF THERE ARE REASONS TO CENTRALLY EXECUTE, THEN HOW
CAN CENTRALIZED CONTROL AND DECENTRALIZED EXECUTION REMAIN THE MASTER AIR POWER TENET?

THREE US CONFLICTS—OPERATION NOBLE EAGLE, OPERATION ENDURING FREEDOM (OEF),
AND OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM—DEMONSTRATE MODERN COMPLEXITIES BEHIND VARIOUS LEVELS OF
AIR POWER CONTROL. THESE CASE STUDIES SHOW THE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF CONTROL IS MORE
CLOSERLY RELATED TO THE LEVEL OF POLITICAL SENSITIVITY RATHER THAN THE SHEER TECHNOLOGICAL
CAPABILITY TO DO SO. CURRENT DECISION-MAKING PLACES MORE EMPHASIS ON POLITICAL FALLOUT AND
WORLD OPINION THAN ON TECHNOLOGICAL ABILITY. HOWEVER, ONE TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCE DOES
STAND OUT. THE PREDATOR UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE’S (UAV) STREAMING VIDEO OF REAL-TIME
EVENTS CREATES NOT ONLY THE ABILITY TO CLOSE CONTROL TACTICAL EVENTS, BUT TO OVER-CONTROL
THEM AS WELL. THIS OVER-CONTROLLING COULD LEAD TO MISSED OPPORTUNITIES AS ILLUSTRATED BY
THE EXAMPLE OF MISSING Mullah Omar during OEF. In sum, the level of control in each of
these operations varied with the political pressures placed on the leaders in charge.

These operations provide new ‘best practices’ to adjust Air Force basic doctrine.

SINCE STRATEGIC EFFECTIVENESS IS THE KEY TO SUCCESS, TACTICAL INEFFICIENCIES NEED TO
BE ACCEPTED BY TODAY’S AIR POWER LEADERS AND OPERATORS. THE JFACC MAY HAVE THE
TECHNICAL CAPABILITY SOMEDAY TO BE ABLE TO LITERALLY EXECUTE THE ENTIRE AIR WAR FROM THE
AOC. HOWEVER, THE ABILITY TO EXECUTE CENTRALLY WOULD, OF COURSE, BE BOUNDED BY THE SHEER
CAPACITY OF ONE HUMAN TO DO SO. HOWEVER, IF THE CONFLICT IS SMALL ENOUGH IT COULD BE RUN BY
ONE PERSON WHO ISN’T NECESSARILY REQUIRED TO BE PHYSICALLY PRESENT IN THE AIR ABOVE THE
SCENE. IN THIS CASE, ‘TRUE’ CENTRALIZED EXECUTION WOULD BE THE LOGICAL METHOD OF APPLYING
AIR POWER. IN A WAR OF NATIONAL SURVIVAL, HOWEVER, AUTONOMOUS OPERATIONS MAY BE THE ONLY
FEASIBLE OPTION. A FUTURE JFACC WILL CONTROL ACCORDING TO HIS OWN PREROGATIVE TO ACHIEVE
HIS OBJECTIVES. THIS ANSWER IS STILL ‘IT DEPENDS.’

THERE IS NO SINGLE BEST WAY TO EMPLOY AIR POWER, MUCH AS THERE IS NO SINGLE BEST WAY
TO EMPLOY SEA OR LAND POWER. MAHAN PROPOSED THAT YOU NEVER DIVIDE THE FLEET, BUT OTHERS
HAVE DONE SO WITH GREAT SUCCESS. LIDDELL-HART POSTULATED THAT ONE SHOULD ALWAYS TAKE
THE INDIRECT APPROACH BECAUSE IT WILL BE UNEXPECTED, BUT WHEN DOES THE REPEATED TAKING OF
THE INDIRECT APPROACH THEN BECOME THE EXPECTED APPROACH? THE ANSWER LIES IN THE
JUDGMENT OF FUTURE COMMANDERS. ONLY THEY CAN DETERMINE THE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF
CONTROL DEPENDING ON THEIR SITUATION. IF THEY DEEM CLOSE CONTROL NECESSARY, THEN
OPERATORS SHOULD NOT BE SURPRISED BY IT. JFACCS SHOULD BE ADVISED THAT OVER-CONTROLLING
CAN DECREASE TACTICAL EFFICIENCY SIGNIFICANTLY, BUT IT IS STILL WITHIN THE PREROGATIVE OF EACH
JFACC TO DO SO. HISTORY WILL BE THEIR JUDGE.

Centralized control and decentralized execution remains an Air Force bumper sticker/slogan. It has been with the US Air Force for almost 35 years and, for the most part, seems to be ‘understood’ (or at least uniformly misunderstood) by all. Although the words can be interpreted differently, most people falsely claim to understand the meaning. However, the noted British theorist Captain Basil H. Liddell Hart, in Paris; or the Future of War, warned of the dangers of ‘sloganism’ in the military. He stated, “The idea of preserving a broad and balanced point of view is anathema to the mass, who crave for a slogan and detest the complexities of independent thought.”\textsuperscript{149} It is time for the Air Force to transform its ‘pet phrase’ into twenty-first century meaning.

Future JFACCs will determine the appropriate level of control required in their situation. If JFACCs deem close control necessary, then operators should not be surprised by it. The Air Force’s pride in its tactical efficiency need not stand in the way of the evolution of air power. As the Air Force strives to transform to meet today’s challenges, it should not hold on to terms that imply a single ‘best way’ to employ air power. The future lies in the ability to adjust operations and let go of antiquated terms that only serve to confuse. The Cold War drove air power doctrine for the past four decades, but the US has moved beyond the Cold War. Now it is time for the Air Force to move beyond centralized control and decentralized execution.
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